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any mbinations

The_ possible =ways _o -f_ = combining =and - recombining= these raw ma = z

terialsof_ the CurricultinvireendleSsDecisi6fis -affecting1_-th-= -Vailabletogivenifidividu4lsit-_--
are_Pf)nanyisortszancrmayle-niadeaCyariousItimes4nd_platesi---Certain
detisioh§ -relate to ontipettowor_=inglt--_-61i§s,__othets- Wall-the-students --_-

_ in---mie,clepartinetitimr school Still decisions =entonpais-i_in-- entire
sthoolisysteni -ormstitutioivol--zIngher_Jetrnint-.=ForfetaMplei-aiSystertv
wide policy -_

al-teacher-Ind:his _claSS!_may,dedidel_tO:viiit -telOphone--officeAme week
specialhence;-a -school _ttifEmay-17voik:out _a-±,planc_to_= make theitaleOtst=-

avdilablt-ztoi-Iiioreilhan:their:bwiftlats gtodp;=a_AO.achet-may --invite =:his
stifdents----to==lielp:-ptan-_ their work- =schedule; a= board .oVeducatioir-th#
Make- aVailableTaipet: pupil-- Alotinth tilor -the -spurchaSe of -books -to-be

-selectedib-y:_eich: teacher with of his 'class; -a= college = may add -to
its offerings sponsored travel

The quality -of= the icurriculUm of an institution;- or any -part of
depends upon the particular-_otgan itations-and -_ ifitttrelattd- lises -of _these
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four_ clenielitstiffic spnce,Itliings-,-afid-peopleLarrived at-by thepersow
responsiblefor_fOstering-the-learning of-given _buman_beingt: How-muck--
tim c be--nsed-- for -what-- hbw_ frequen tly?-:What-- is =to-be the:order
-oft e'entS?'-now-iiiiieli and what kind_ Ofispace_is-to be --made---available?
What freedom. of inovcinent_and_ _what-restrietions--of- moVement --are
-planned?---N_Y4o-seldeas, -feelings -and skills areltO-=be -put at --the _disposal_
---of learning individuals -and Ihrough7=direet human-contact?-lni_
wl t-kind_ climate ,sha 11 interactiOn_Jake_-p_lace? _

iviwhat--i_fornis-ofizsymboliiatiOlvare=-add itiorialAtleat:a rid= f edlintS74tn,

madar-accessible-_---to--,thildren--ov_youth,--in-taneducationalf_ _

_ are
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

c=encoinageldi-ifo,_--iinn

-tilateip:edmentii-cxplote_;fnii-thexpress7=-1n7V1int' ways does
=--crkial:figute;Ille-teatliet;711e101iildreri==s-eleetiarkiludge==theitrespones-_-:-
--_:-ta-:_thefpcople_theilnaterial§-;:tlirel dn--And=r_t eibtliefs=madeavailablei

throe
- --1Vhatare=basie=icriteria=bili&appliediin,rjudging-theAna 1-of---

----,-
ttittieuluM?:=_Perha-p_S:b-ntAS-_-_=ithat---_eath-,arrangement==of=ele-nient-S-rin
learningiSituatiorr=Shall_hol&proin ik:oFfollenri0e-sirable_learning-f=far=,-,

-_-oneAir-smore=nf-the,,individnals=tOneernednother_ might be----
-,stotaFarra-y--6Uoppottbnitiesmade=zavailable_,-shall-coritainAhe--ipossibili

ofproinoting Ihe-'broad=ninge-mElarning;_needcd'by=eacIr_ziridividuaMt-
fullerAnernheiship-j11--_--his-_=sbeietyAs an= adecinate,=:Self

_

respecting- -person.---

-Of-Cheekp_Oints=
_ _

If-thescdrriciilmir of any_,institution, is,to 'be:evaluated- with-a -view
to---determining_-Where_ improvement- may = be --needekr_it-- i_s == possible _to
Make a-- Critical- examination-At:any, onelntrall--- of' several

_ ---
One -may--revicw-he,statedE:gOal&-ifOt pertinenee-tompreherisiveness;
and-clearness of-direction-One'may---giVe--clos-e---Setutiny=_td-thtlhaturez.of:-
theibrbad scope- of=,learningrappOitunities-afforded-, -or_bne=thay foefis,O=n-
snme-aSpeet such asIcache-rbehaviorifehoites- open-to -learner&- or=-varie
of -matetiii_jsisupplied: _One-inlay-concentrate, _also;*-on--_what the learnert
stem to be thinking, feeling and-doing_as,they engageiin various-learning-
activities madepoisible lor-theni: in -other words, what ._-_ they apparently
are experiencing. 'Filially. one niny Old evidence as --to=the actual
learning taking rplace. But, in' eaeh -cate.- learning is _ the-referenee- point.

-Goals can be judged wily in- terms of significance and incinsiveness
of-hoped .--for learn ingt_obtcomes. Learning_ opportunities- can be-judged
only_ in terms of likelihood of promoting _such learning outcomes. Ltarn-
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ing experiences_ arc evaluated -in-light of -learning -which apparently_ is
place:_.

Central Role of Learning Theory

-- --When-_study-rlat--an-y or all -=of 111-e,-poings Imentioned _has--yielded _

evidenee_df= need for improvement of_ thc_curriculunv-the_ actual= process
ofilingtovementibeecimes=onclocreatings=better,learningE-nop

which an institution's efforts are to bdireted _In terms ofthoseoa1s,
--n-Ctirtent-t-Idarning,oppOrt-tiiiitieScantrbezekainincd---_affd,_-_deciSioriSi=dan-="be--_

_ -made-as-Ito whieh-4fies=should-Ile-iiiaintairied-AVhielf=ories=_diSear
somehow =--

maintained;

-_fcevise,-izssemble andinusel:better;_ tools for_teac hinelearnin OtAs;possible=-
_to =-gaiinnevzisinder- standinvolrchildien-and_yotth=growingtp_i4-4

_--_-_-inod-cin-AvOrkt_NeW:=SkillS=inpreseuting±rinforinationAndAn-Aithet-A-vayS

-_aiding-,theTlearniog-,pfoceSsitan=be_,built_-_byntheptiSOnsErecidiring-Jheritr,:nrn
-Itf,=appeakthen,-,that=lrinch:of=--th-&baSid==itiftinnatiorin-ziieeded_14---=

eValnating_and=iniproying-nthe,curricUliimhaslo=d64ith---Ali-e-=_Whal-andi
how::-oFlearninv_Tor-finake_-wise,==eurridulrnif=-_-deeiSions,---_considerahle-
k- no- Wle d_ge-is -- requ iredlabout childrcnAid lo utliin _generel a ndnin=par =

titilat,
=
in iterrnS:ol-the social contextiwithin-Whichttheyiate-developing

4nd-n terms-of-zthe- w letrninginilthatredntext. CutriciiltiMEAvetkers _must_
---beialett to_ sliortageS-sed4,f thespoints-Whetei man-yr:people br-scertairin-indi=-

viduals-seeni-_,t6nqop- Short_of=_ the matutity_Ahe5ymightrathieve.=They
must be guided =also by change § =m process developments =which call
for-new- dimensions of tinderstanding4ndi-Skill _andlitiman 'sympathy.-

itappearsithatlearnint more -abotittledrning_isri-Orrimary con=
oftinning responsibility" of _theT-teadlier _-and-- of all other:educators_ _With::

mote-orlesS-_direet influence on ithe-learning'oppOrtunities being offered
in any one school- or college. Indeed, learning about learning-is-a:key.
to- curriculum improvement.

AvailableNew Knowledge Available

Fortunately, much help is available. Specialists_ by the_thOusands
are busy- turning up- new, information -about- human beings and what
makes them behave as they do. Sotial- psychologists, cultural-- anthro-
pologists, political scientists, experts in communication, and -psychelo-
gists of many- varietiesall are _contributing from their areas of expert-
ness-to a general science of man; Some of their-findings are reported in
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-1

-

the- pages- of this booklet, with implications =for usually=

Showing-dimly, if at all This is to be expectekfor-specialist-i-hi-the_be7--
havioral-seiences-are_not -reiponSiblefof detailing the Meaning of -their
-information:for the_curriculum, --not are they frequentlyzcompetent to f_-

-do= so: _

It isT:_the unique and sObering- _responsibility = of the -Currieulum_
worker= to study_ such == findings and =search=_=_Outi-their_;Meaning±_ for the
education 7ofsa-population:=--Theqiersonchargedirwith---some=kind-,of-cot,=

Encu Or==rSnsibilitZMUS-f- -ely
unches an -substafitiaV-researc t=an FiUtting-- therni

information kinown---za out human beings,



Nesk_Idea About

is
::imn

TiVotApproaches-PP

n:coMnionTractice,today,:therelare eat--general- approaches
ta=thezztndeistandingliVI-um-an-z=lthiAar.'-z---Earchibt-iztliese-:_firanies-_-0U-
-referende;=furtbernibrei_leads=t0_4uittAiffirent__

iStimUlus-4tesponse--
---=

two---ne=older=ofr-the_two says ithis-: flow-poopte-'behave -is- arretultlof
the -foreei-exeded uppn=them-, This -idea-- abOut-=-behavior -is-familiar to
Most-VsycholOgyr_students,of-thepst 30-zyeats as_-the'SR" or_stimulus=
--responte--approich-. -How_-==p-edpleTbthatte -:in-_-_this-l_frame of reference is
uricietstood==as az direct ioutgrowth:of -the--stimulii-to_which=theycare-sub-
jeeted-.= Mitt is, the = ind --behavior is-i-ascribed--to the eforcesithat
arebbservedlci-beoperating_uporrhim-at-a-particularlime;-Ifwe-believt,
loweVet,-:that:a=person's-behaVioriissa-iresulfofithe forces exerted -upon
him,- then- the answer= t._-_our -:problems- of human relations _mitt- be a
matter:of-the manipulation of theforteszexerted -tiponleople.
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This idea about the causation of behavior has had a vast impact
upon our society- and is- to-be -found in operation- almost everywhere in
our culture. Such a-conception of Aheiiaturezof -human behavior leads
to a method of dealing-with human problems based-upon fencing people
-in: It is -a -method- faMiliar to any-person -who-has lived on a farm or
has ever- driven= the cows- home= froth pasture.--One -goes -down tbe lane
from- the barn -to -the pasture;= carefully-closing_ the_ ga tes -where-he does
not want _the:cattle-to- go _and_ openingrthosewhere_ he wants= them =to --

go, thepasturein--lhepaSture=,--_he irritates the =herd =in
such-fashitin-r, that icrandi=ibetaUSe the route- haS-_been,

--carefully=_pre-patedsin-advance; the-lane-to the= barllc =

_in"-napproach :to= dealing-withipeople to bet found
everywhere_iniour society-:We-findiit-in-advertising_andiselling,-wherein
we seek -to- get people-tci-_:_bur:the-_-"right"_protIncts;Nefindiitralsoilin

_-_schodls-;-_whew_we-carefully=set-urthe barriersite-fbe tertain that=children
lean' the thingSWeliave-decided_ in advance-Alley =is = the

method_-we-uSe in -our= homes, in our- churches, 'and-even:in- diplothatic
-affairs-Jor4tObleins = concerning nation= and tiation=

The-"fericing-in"__technique -works-find-with cattle and-sheep. ;Un for-
innately, it-Often 1..eaksidoWn in working with peOple-because-people,

_ being smarter cattle- of-sheep, -are ---al way§ finding_- gates- *bleb we
forgot to leek or rzclimbing-eversithe fences weihave=So-carefully-erected.
Indeed; when_weAry=to_use-this_ method-of dealing:Withpeople,We_are
-often =frustrated_ and= distressed =at thei"nncooperative attitudes"- of the

people:=WeAry_toldeal _ _=

-- --There are other interesting-implications --of this -manipulation-of- _-
_forces method- of-dealing=with-people.IRit exablple, in order-to use-Ahls
method effectively,- somebody_ must-know -where the -people shonicVgo.
That is,-in order to set up-the_fcnces-Troperly,-the places -Where_people
should go have to be knOwn in advance. This necessarily calls for a
"great -than" philosophy of- dealing with- people, somebody -who knows
where the people ..should- go. _Carried:to- itsultiniate extreme, such a
point- of Vid-Wi-tan only end in a dictatorship:

The concept of leadership which grows out of this:conception-of the
nature_ of -behavior, moreover, calls for a leader who is a_kind of super-
man-:skilled- in the manipulation of forces to- get people to -behave in
the ways desired by the knowing few. _Stated in this way, such a _view
of dealing with -people seems highly distasteful to those-of us who are
deeply concerned_ with democratic practices: Nevertheless, this-is the
method of dealing with people to be found most commonly everywhere
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in_ our society. In spite of= ourselves,:whenever_We-find ourselves saying,
"How can I make him-behave? -How can I get him to" or "I told-him
what "to do! " -we are illustrating this:point of view about people.

Now the difficulty with -this idea is not that-it is-wrong: The prob.:
lem is, rather, that it- is partly- right. It-is partly_ true -that people do
behave -in= terms of the fortes- which are -exerted---upon them. The idea
is -not_ wrong, it is partly right! Unforturiately,- partly -right-ideas-live
partly right answers ,and-partly, rght:answers, in return,=encourage -us
in-Ahe-vairrhope-thatlif we could but try_ glittle-iarder,zpisfoith a-

solve ;the problem,_completely._:Sometimesirthis-_-works-hutli-frequently,
too, -_mly-be,necessaryi-efor-ius stril-firid_=soMe_new:assumption in order

fundamental -pfoblems.----- 1_

Perception

--SO-it `is_-*ith this idea-aboutbehavior:aS =a- function= of --the force§
exerted_ upon-lhe=individual'. in-the_past:15- or_ 20r-years;--we- have-begun-.
to discover:that -this -idea:is only partly fright. -People; we know-- now,
do-__not,tehave-Anterms -of-the -_fort-eactually-=exerted- upon-- them;
rather,-they -tend= tO ibehaVenin=terinsliof=the- Way thote fortes sedin to

=77:- 7

= This new concepticin--of=lumail hehavior substitutes -for= the- idea
of hehivior--_asia-ltifittiory of-the:stiMulus,theidea=that-stimulus, is the _-
result -of-hoii,_-rthiugs_ seem lo_l_the-:beh-aver.: That is-to- Say-,--behavior is
seek not-as 'a_-quettionE of= the stimuli=or-ihe lorces_ to :which-=the-persou
is-exposek=:but :rather,-Asi,the=product -of -=the perceptions-= existing for
the= ndiVidual_ at =the mornent ef his,hehaving. No%7 if -it is true that
behavior _is_A product of perception, -then- =the Metheds_NVe must adopt
in:dealintwith-peOple mint -:be-quite:different from those in_ -toh-
ception _w_e -have been discussing above. : -

People's meanings orperteptions_are J:Mc:igen to- direct attack. Per-
ceptionS,lieinsidepeople and--cannot-be,rlirectly affected; This:means
that the -ultimate control-r-and:- direction ofihehaVior _lies always within
the personality-of-the-b-ehaVer-lim:Sell rather:than-in--the external forces
exerted-upon:_him, _

The belief -that -behavior-is-A- result of- pereeptions calls -for a -quite
different approach -to dealing with people; In place of the manipulation
of forces and the fencing in-ef individuals, it calls for an emphasis upon
processes. Perception cannot be changed directly, -it -can onlybe facili-
tated, encouraged and -assisted.-This calls for a-method of dealing with
people that emphasizes growth-and_ development from within rather
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than force and coercion fromfwithout_It-requires that we-learn to deal
with people as we do with all Other -growing-things-

If we wish to grow a-plant, for example, what we:do-is-to-find-the
very best seed- we can find and plant it in the -Very_ finest _ground we
can _ produce. Then we-supply- it-_-with-ithe -very best_gtOwing conditions
we-can -afford; and _We=get_ont of its Way and-la-it growl:The perceptual
view- of -behavior-Calls- for a -similar-theinsof approach to -humaniprob-

_ lems._Iticalls_ for methods_ of-dealingAvith=people-dealing_ -

_facilitation-of4erceptionrzor_-_thecteatiOnitsFoptimum--conditions-;for--;---
perSobal--explorationan-d-,discovery;OEMeaningAt tinphatitesi'ivOrking:-:
Vith_=thr:==otrittiStil_i-_ratbeOhan'zigaifit-t-isitz._Iti:MquiteSleaders-1413.6-ite-----
understanding of people, skilled in the creation of hel1iing relationships, -:-

and capable- of =assisting =and= _encouraging _the= -l-earn_er =in processes of
_personl--exploration--- an& ,discoVery.-_

,Leatning;incrthissvie*,:becomes_ aiTroblenrof-nhelpingr_peOple-to
perceiVe4liffeiently.-To nfiderstand-r_the-Enatnr-e=of-leathingi- and to =build

_better-_learning=-sitiiations,:_tve_nneedf to-i-underStari&the-= factors affecting
the riproCeSstt-f --bninan--_p_erteptionsiti--We__-Turideistindhetd:-jactors
more can= create- tituatioriiIhat-----effectively-proinote

_

perception change _in -= those ==for whose =iilearnir6- we are s-responsible,-
-_Aeinallyi--as-_--tlook at -niodernr-leducation;±it seentsto Ime :-ithatAnany

teiehersliave=already comei-alont -__way_ ii-raisc-overing:how-AO:deallWith _-
:the'problem of learning-in- this-way: -btlieVe=thatoUi-_=riiode-tiv--em=i
phot-s-:uporitlastooni--atmoSlifere,E=a-etivitylearning,-pacing=sof-_inittri-
als,vonp_discussionzmtthods,-_,Fobreth=solving:_apiiroaches;E__ind the-like,
dtd:=ftindainentally_eonsisterit sedondiew--_of--=behavior. ThiS _

is surprising,=for_pra-ctice often-=precedes our= theoretical-understand-_-
ingOf--tbe-TprobleM--BoWever, when Ave-eventuaIlyfartive-at--ew7theo--
retical-underStandings,-_We hivelacquired--ia_yardstiok_-_in tdrins.tof -Which-
we-can -measure- old-practices-and-Can puibfor*ard-to-- even -newer prac-
tices.

So= far, we have hardly -scratched the surface of what this new
conception of human behavior-means:for tbeTprocesses of education.
I have experimented with my own elasses_at the-Univeisity of FlOrida,
trying to find-ways of= putting perceptual = principles_ into practice; and
I am continually-amazed at the help such thinking has provided for
improving my own teaching. There- seems -literally -no end- to the
hypotheses-One can explore through-fortnal research or to the "things
worth trying" one can approach through action- research, once prob-
lems are looked -at in terms of their meaning- to the'behaver.
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Learning as a Problem-_-of --Personal Meaning --_

Education, -as we have-known-it:has dene_ pretty welt in two of
its phases. It has-- been quite- successfut-in-,gatheringl information-=and-
in making informatien a-vailable=to -people. =These problems we have
pretty: welt- solved: Our greatest failures -are those connected with the
problem -of_ helping-people to ,behivedifferently-aS-4 resift =Of _the in

. formation- we =have -provided--thenti-PeOple rarely- misbehave =because
they.do-riot--=_knowanyi'betteraii-d;Irkistfbf_,Os-_-kriofir-:better-_-7thari--w_

rbehave.-_-We=arelikeiithetold-f-farrifer--who;-whenliewaiiske&i-vh-i-le
_was_i_not_TUsing-rModervnieth-ods "Heck,_

--__-ICis-oNier_just_thiSipOint_iteo;1hat:Weiseti-int-O=diffiaulties7-_with=the
-publie-;=-130thedudatOtt -f_and"--7the-publie:_actbay deSire_:_thelameithing._
Weeducatdrs_-Wa-rit lorig,:people1-6--behave=lifferently_-AS;=7A-:reSult±lof-re

the-edimatKrerproceis.=-Whehl_ihepublit,-__hoWever,_seeS -young=peOple-
thiibehlvingi=--theyilump-1--o_ the-=--atSbinptiorf-that :these- young=i-p-eople-
have -beens_z_told:7Yot-labd-A; howeVer-i-know--better::-We-Anew that_

it- a=7rare 1hing--for_teachers__ to -7fail s_bedauser---61 lick of knoWledge=of--
_77-

-fait, -almost---always:-bectUSeof thefact-1hat
-they-,haireibeen-_-thiableito-help-:the-yOu-hg-peciple*ith--*hofr work=
to_ translate_effectiVely kiiowingintb7behaVirig-;- The'failureS;ofediea,7-

not _failures- ofprovidi*information-WheowehaVeidifficut:-
-ties-with is i=b66a0§e_*e_ have not:been _as -__sbcdessfUF as -we
would-=--like in -th-e -process-- of=_ translating AnforMatiOrrintco-beha-Virig

_ModeinTipereeptuat psychology iis-:helping-__os--t6---see this problem
= of learning in-a somewhat different, way: _Leaini-hg-,-:-we ate--cothihg=-16

understand, is- hot' sim-ply-- rri-l-tter--=of--rbothration,:,-repetitioh,_-p-tes--ehta=:----
tion,_ stimulation, conditioning; and;the-like,-ralthodgki_of courSe,iall-of=
these- things-are --part of the problerh. 'Learning, Ve -are -coming= to- --t-m--
derstand; is a-_ problem of a total =_ personality.- It is a problem' of an
in-dividuars Persbnal -discovery of = meaning.-_

us--give an instance -to -illustrate this point: At-breakfast -one
morning,_ for example, I read- in= the paper -about _pulthonie stenosis;
Now_ I- have told-this -to -you, the reader. Any effect -on yourTbehavier?-
Probably not! -This:piece-6f- inforniation is probably as -strange-1o_ you
as it-Was to _me when I read -it.- It has meaning and -so_
affects our behavior very little. As-isolated= worth_ whose meaning
do not know, this bit -of- information-- has little effect on us. -Now, sup-
pose I tell you that this is a disorder- of the heart and describes a
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narrowing or closing up of the pulmonary artery. This same piece of
information now _his a- little more meaning to us, and we= may feel
vaguely uncomfortable, or we- may wish, "Golly, I =hope that doesn't
happen' to me." =Let us go further; suppose II tell you that this is a
disorder with which some children are born. MOst = readers of this book-
let are teachers and = are concerned with children. This same piece of
information, therefore, is now= a little closer to us and, as a consequence,
it has a- little =more effect on our behavior. We pay more attention.
We listen more intently. Perhaps, even, we-kick this idea around in

--our_:awareness.:-

Let =us nrio8vs-giVe,this-- word'--aAit person-0= Meaning fOEus_
-Let -us-- suppose- =tha lia-VejuSt:: heard iithiS-phrase
the Ithotheii-Ait'obe-of=the_thildtehAn-,Your -n-class-.;_ShelivriteS_:yoti--that
her child -has _this7IdiSordetrandtwillineedA6 _be=bperated-on ,in':-the near_ _-

:same piece of- information== now=_has-a--,much_
_bearing upstin-and_e prod uces'a_ouniber of effects-

= haps_:you -write-l-to :the _= mother.--_=Yoir -certainly- -discuss= it-with- -Other
teachers. Xou _lie=-E-eSpeciakiniCejo=thiS-=child-.:_13etause-_-_this-±fpiete_ Of-

= inforinationhas -a---_Mote=EperSonal inedning_==foi- you,- y_o-u_:behaVe±_muth---

--more:precisCly,-,Mtich:morif_tertahily::mith_lespect It, it -Let
step_ ltitther_ now,;and -_aSSdMe-:that-you==haVe_hist---sbeen told -by =your'_-
(lOctor-thati_you-ihave_this_disorder yourself.:Now;Indeediyourl-behavior=
ist deeply --affecteiVandallAcinds= of_ithings_-=may-ioCcur-ibecau-se=tfyout-
Awarene-ss of-this- matter! -Atiy±pieces-otrinforinationi-=tivilllhave_Jeffect--
-41oncbehavior-inzthe_=degree-to -which an individual _discbverslciti-zfieri7
loncil-:meckti* -_ _ -==

To put this in more technical _terms, we could say -that the effect -.

of any bit-of inkitmatioti_ will _depend= Upon -its- psychological distanCe-_
from-- self. -- Learning thus becomes 5 the -discovery -of personal-,:meaning.--
Weinight think =of all the information a-r_personzneeds in order to-Make
an effective adjustment to life :as _existingbn -4--Continuum-_from that-
whichis--very close to self-to-that which= is Very- far- away: froni-ielf.=Th-e
problem of learning then = becomes- a =problem moving information
from the notself end of this-continuum-to the self end.

Learning -in these terms may be defined-as the discovery of personal
meaning.- PeihAps -this _serves to _explain_ why_ much of -what= people
learn= in school has little effect upon= them. Information-_ for which an
individual- perceives no personal meaning is very short-lived- indeed.
Remember when we learned how to do proportions and when we
memorized the origin of the Misouri River?
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Learning,_modern_psychology tells:Us, is-a problem of the-discovery
of personal-meaning. Teiching, then, Must-refer-to-the process-- of help-
ing people -discover personal meaning. -Unfortunately; this is not always
easy. People do-not explore---very -personal meanings with -everyone.
Indeed, many people come to us- in ethication with already- existing
barriers- to the process of -exploration.- -Because_ people -have been hurt--
in -thein- the pa St, they:havelearned-zto-- protect_theMselves:and- their zpersonil
meanings=from :eiploratiOn- by th emselvesi:and, _ aboVe__ all; by-___ other_
_people._ -Nothasf:educatiorLalways_E_helpedAnAis--;zprocess.

-_-Iriotir_lealtoz_bettientifiCsndnbjectiVei*eihave_tometirties-taught
61i ildren_thatl?erdnAkindaitifio-a-re-thingislynuclea-ve:-_atlhe -sato-AO-use
door.=Sothetime-S,'=_LifeAcino-uf_desitereto_ help people -Iearn;__We

-= -to= the child, "Alice =I- am`not interested -in what you think or what -you
lielieve;-_Mhtthare the JaCtir_E_As==a -consequence-Wenlay_liave-taught-
children =that personal meanings have no place the -classrooth,-)vhich'
is another way of saying that school is concerned only with things that =

do=_-notrnattet0flearnirig-,--ihoWevetiAS'adiscoveryCifleronalin-teaning;_
thenfilesfaCts-i-With-Whitli---weimusti-bert-onceni-ed-ate,the

:fingS;---underStanditig=s;--_ convictions,=doubts;_ fears, likes and = dislikes of___':
=the

thel-Worldr-

We -have-built_nluthiof-our education-al --qstem_--on_ -right_answers-.
-.- Indeekw-ehaveoften beha-ved4s_thooghsthaking_rnistakes-Wete_:shatnef-

lioWeverOeitningls--the-ekpkita-
tion .and - _discovery -of= meaning, m-istal es- _will _be' expected _even- =Wet -=

cerned,-E:as_niv'indkation-Foliithe-:_;fatti_thaf -1-exp/orition-is:o&-urrifig.-An
educational= system_which--_ does-41ot-perm it_--reven value,_ mistakes `-may_
be opera Ways-that d iscOu rage-- the-- k in d -==of _learning we -are
speaking -=of -here. _speaking-rof-here. _

= -If _learning is the_-eiploration and--discovery of _personal---meaning
and if many of the people z-who cotrie=to -us-_ in the educationalprocess
already:711m hatriers-against-this process=of,exploratiOn, -is clear that
-one:6f the first things ediicationinnst do =is to-_-break'zdown such barriers:
It means that we must= find-ways:of creating an atmosphere_in- which_
the explotation of meaning -can:occur:: Now; you- do not help people
to lower their barriers_ by -_attacking them heid on If you want_ to get

_a- mouse out of a niouseholeiTyou- do notsticka;broomstiek down the
hole and poke-him What you have to do-is-somehow to _make=things
nicer outside than they-are inside and then, perhaps, in time, he will
come out.
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Modem psychology tells -us:that_when people are threatened, two
very interesting things-happen to their abilities to perceive. _One, _under
threat, perception doses in to _the object:of-threat: Th-at'is, when people--
are threatened, they-are:unable to see anything more than the -thing
which threatens them. We all- have-had -this- experiente_ourielvd when
Wei haVe been, Worried_ and unable -to -get our mind-off:a thing which:
worries--us. Our perceptions-become-narrowed-to the -thing which -dis: '
turbs-and:distreSses- us.

Theiseedndeffect of threat tha tilortes-thein dividualtndefend
himself - against theeveritS_'Avhieh-sedin,tohim=tnin 7threatening;_=Weil

-aretall,fartiliatEAVith: this in =theol&saying=that"Nobody_Eever-_-:Wins_ an _

---argUrnerif.'_'llie_hOttet-theargurnent:gets,_-theinore_Veryone=Stieks-to-_
the =position -he _beganz-nwithi_Ohviiiiisly,Hthese-AWn effects-Cif:
threat rate antithetiCal-to_thepurpriSeS_iand:objectives-of -education: -We
-do r-noLwar4eople'_s Tercreptionsita:be-narroVied=-Tnoundo-_46':iVant==ttienil

toridefend:-=_theitzexistinr perceptiontriVhaCIVe:wantJn---education=iis
- the freeing, expanding and changing of jerception This means that in

order= to ifitilitatethe--_prbeessEnLexplesiation-Tandi discovery ° =of -- personal
, meaning, =we have= to= find= ways -of eliniinatin_g=thre_at=from_ =the situations_

which_
_ _ ---_-__

-----The,fa-ctithat-weneed eliminaterthreatfromleatning situations- -_

does- not=inean, howeveri--that-we snee&to-selithiriatetiotiVatiOn. there-
isian-important distinction-i= -etween thallenge,and7thteatf;that-_:_has_ a-
bearing -on odenr-_,pereeptual:psychologyjells-- Us -that-

threatened:4 enit ey_zate-7cdn ontedn'unth=aesituation__with__,
-whiclizathey -40-noti,cop_o;;-13-rtople=feiVehallengedionz=thei=other-hand
when =they are _Coufronted-with-'situations,with- which--theyrfeel, capable-
oftoping.:Apparently-, then;rour-problem iis--toi-find,WaysfoUchallenging
peopleVithont-threatening thernliiideSigning-sUch:situationt,::hoWever,
it is_important_ for us:_to_iketp in -min& thatAvhether_lor_nOt_=a person--=
feels -challenged=br threatened--is'aqueStion- of=how- it seemufroini.his
point-Of _view, not how--itiseemsrfrothilhe-pint =of-view-ofan outsider!
A-teacher who believes= -she_ is _challenging---a- child -could conceivably _

be-seriously- threatening=him.-_

Education as a Process of Creating Intelligence

Another exciting idea in modern perceptual psychology is its view
of the problem of intelligence. For several generations we have been
accustomed to thinking of intelligence as a static kind. of capacity open
to little change or modification. The capacity of an individual tnbehave
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effectively, we have learned:from _Our previous -psychology, was depend=-
ent- upon three- things:, (a) the nature of the physical_ organism, (b)
the length -of- time it had lived; and _(c) the experiences to-which= it
had been _exposed.

Perceptual:psychology_ now tells=us-that-h-ow a_person behaves is -a
function- of hiSperceptiOns, Effective; efficient _behavior, therefoie, will
depend 'upon _the -nature ofl the - individual's -perceptual:field. I_ f his _-
peiteptionsf are extensiverich,_ -and llighly_=available_when -he needs
them;: then likely_ to--behave -in 'effectivei--±e
gent'"ways.--

---

isAs;indeed;an;interettint ntstiOil; for it-means that _the-Tindi,-
Viduars: capacity for intelligent_behavioris dependent upon the state
of his perceptual field It-intans-thatEhnmanceapacities:are-;-,-iierhaps_ not
as `limited_ as we-live- been inclined_= to thinlc--.-_-If human -nrcapaeit ies_-_ for

_ _

:1ntelligent-hehaVior-behavior -,-perceptioni_ithen'ithey-:arerzfar--
more= open =to- change=than_we have=ever= supposed: ndeed,-,huma

-z ceptions -are :so, much -within:--00r___capacities-that-we-_mar
to -create= -1)y-hdping--_pdOple?_to_--,perceiVelhore-:extensivelY:
and more creating -Situations--that Make-iit-posSiblel_for _

=r---_ _z .
these -perceptions-tor be _ available=- when= needed:

z-_--

I -think -thisAs --a-- treMendouslyJexciting_idea -withiastimplications:
for the wh l leipr ocess-roVeducation. -I11I=is,tru eith ities

_,are=a7functior of perceptionsl=thenrwhat =we -need- to understand-are-
=the factors- that -affect -perception:_-InEadditiontnitheithree mentioned

_ above,!there zseem-to'he4t=leasrfott:more=fietorsiWecanfaddftorth0-
z list -of- things know_ perception.

and _opporttinity,:s-we= that--:-pereeptionAsorganism,
deeply_ affected :by :Iiitthan=need; goali--anc1=-Valnet;the selfitontepto and
the_individuan=freedomirarri_threat. _ _

Let us list these_factors _for a momentso that-we can take a =good
look at them. What we saying is -thisan -individual's- pet-- --

ceptions- are dependent_ upon_ these seven factors:-

1. The nature of the physical organism he possesses
2. Thelength of time lie has lived
3. The opportunities he ha: had in the past to perceive
4. The operation ()Ellis current need. People perceive what they need

to perceive.

5. The goals and values the individual holds. People perceive what
they valve.
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6. The self_ concept. -People perceive what seems-to them appropriate
to perceive. Men-perceive= like men and women perceive; like- Wornen.

7. The experience of threat. Threat hinders perception.

The interesting-thing to me about this -list of Eictini,affecting per-
ceptioivisihat -all- but one- -ol these fattots- is -open to- smite- degree_i of
modification -and- change.--While there is -little that we-can=d6 -about
the problem- of -the, each--of=the:others in this list is a factor _which _-

cari-z--be;iin-7isomeAegree;;_changed: and =modified:if- our==
_

:premise -that±intelligenCbehavioris a lunction;_of_-_the_ richness-;-extent---=
and _ava ila bility- of iperee ptio ns 4s : adcbtate=
sible_=for -ds=td__create=iftellige ce We_ can =-tteatt jntdlligefte=in the
degree: to __WhiehTthe d p_etceptuaLfield-_-c-an"-be- modified._An _

this;_ appear--from-=,-the boVei Muth imore-i-possibler than
belieVe.1 = _1- 1-1=

-Let-trie_hasten=tOTtlitOWArr -_-word _Eoflea ution__here,1 Althongh-th is _

point of view liold-s=that--_,theAndividual's---capacity for intelligent be= --

havior is =a IftifictiOn- of hi_pereeptual fieldarni,-althbugh-_-pereeptions
-are =_openo -change-and=-thodifitation-z;--irshould-inotr_be--supposed-Ahat---s_

producing':_changein--thelierceptual=fieldls--_-eitherisirnple--or eaty.-,EVeti
if true _that_a,:person's:_field----DE:perceptiOns-is_in s-large-_theasiite-a _

-question= of his--self eoncept,!the=_self cobeeptIS- by -no _=means---_easy-_-_to =

chance -o-nce_it=has-betome-ettablished.:=A-selftcon-cept_Which=has-_-_been- -

building,uplifot=30_ is-sriot4t6-kithatigedTiii aday-. Change-in such_
-a_ self concept may_160 ire- a -gobd_-_ inany years;-_ifilit31e-dOne=it all

-ThatperceptualipsytholOgyIutSthecapacity=for intelligetitsb-elr-fior
within cour=graspdoes_notiMein-that we can make modifications qh zkly, =
easily, or doeS,_however,--Openi=great new --Viitas,_doWn-=which
we _can -nOw Only d imly-pOr It nmean s-tha t _Perhaps -we-are_ not-- so much=
the_ victim of zeireurnstances as we-have:been- led-to-believerit means --
that education_ may not be just -the:Vittith of the!
but the creator of- intelligence.- It -means-we :teachers
defeate& -that-- there are = many things= we =can do, even- with the_ most-
lithited, child. =

Of course,- at-this early stage of- our thinking -in this way, precisely
what we can do is still by no means-clear _to= us. This is not surprising
for the methodslpeople use-to deal with the_ problems= they have before
them have to -grow with time, and we have -mil); begun to- -think -that
this is even possible. Who -knows whit methods we may be -able to
discover in- the futu-re? Our problem- now is to-get-about the business
of exploring these principles --to their fullest extent..
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Implications =of the Adequate =Personality

For many -year-S, we have-hid a conception _of -humanadjustment
primarily- based upon_ the "average" or "normal" individual.-Naladjust._
ment, in this frame of reference, was conceived--to be any kind of

-deviation from the norm. Conceiving_ofthenproblem of human-adjust
thent_ in this:Way, we were _confrontedl_with the strange: anomaly-that

-many _of the most outstanding]-and successful peopIe-, in Our_ society_
= could -Iiinablintnial"---becausetheydeviated=_ so very- far
-from

'Thittandeption,oUhuman-adjustment,has_sheeri-!dist-Urbing=tofmany--__
peopleslo-r=along:--titne. ins the past-"15-,otr__202years;:_manyfp_sychologists:
havehtgun==to-t*plotelia-iclUite_-_diffefentzWay-i-oflOokingt
TheyliaVe_=said;--=`-` hat doeisit_meantoslt ratnilytelf=aCtUalizing, Self=

---fulfilling'-fully;fnnctiorring person?_'-aridihaveSetiabbtit- tiYingr_to -define-
:What nsbeh":4-'petkin- would b'e define
the trulys4deq-uite,-iffukfunctioning _personality_ were like,-_ thiss would _

"lave tremendous implications for all aspects of education, for-it is the
=goal_ of education- to-produce _adeqUateiseffeCtiVencitizens_labiive-aThelie.--
Ifideed,the--definitiOnofthetrulyadequaten-petsotialitymust necessarily=-

-__set the objectiVeicand ioalS:_of:educatiOnandircutticuluni--6onstructiOn.
=

_ _

= A--ndmber---== number --of - psychologists- -recent- years-_-11Mren been- concerned-
-_ with -this's- question: and have -n attempted; _ one-way- or :annther,-__ to-s
define-the_ adeqUatespersonalitYAmong-: those- interested=in this-_prob=
lem -lave been -sucl:peoples'as-=CatIltogers;_GordoniAllpoit -Abtahani-
Maslow; an&Erichl'inmin.:_thavobeen deeply--:interestedifithis'
lem,_-Myself.---Serrieworkershave'--atteinpted::Eton-describe-the =adequate
personality internis,_of: characteristic-=traitS_Oinbehavior,_ the _.-kinds"_61-

-My ,oivri_-interest :has -been _to:_attack-
--thisIproblem---=frthri_ztlielAuettion"bflow ailtuly adequate -personality

wouldi-see himself and the:world-in--which_ he-lived. As a conse_quence
Of this _search; I-lave:come-to -believe -that the -personality-strn-cture of
the_ tfuly_adequate personality cAn--be±described in terms of three gen--
eral perceptual_ principles Given these three principles in particular
personality, almost= all of traits_ which seem characteristic of such
people seem-to fall into place. Let us take a lOok_at these-principles.

1. The truly adequate personality has anessentially positive view-of
self. Modern _perceptual _psychology seems to indicate that the distine-
tion between adjustment-and = maladjustment is very largely a_ function
of-how the individual perceives himself. People who see =themselves as
unliked, unwantek unacceptable, unable, undignified, and the like.
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constitute the maladjusted people of our society mid' fill our jails, our
Mental hospitals, and our institutions. These people are -the frustrated
people of our society, and they= frustrate us. On the other hand, those
people who see themselves as liked, wanted, acceptable and able, people
of dignity and integrity, constitute the well- adjusted people of= our
society. They are the people who get along well with other people and
who take their proper place in the society as effective and efficient
citizens. _

A fundamentally poAtive view of Self-seems to give individuals= a
great basic strength for dealing with life.= Seeing themselves= in =essen=
tially= positive ways seems to give adequate personalities-a tremendous
advantage. Because they see themselves positively, they- o not haVe to
be_ so defensive; and as a consequence,-they are quite likely to see things
more -clearly than= other people. - They are= more likely to be right Be,
cause they_feel essentially strong and sectire, they can also-afford to be
much more generous. Like thepoker pyer who has_a large stack of
chips, they can afford to invest heavilY.-They can afford to take chances
and as a result are quite likely-to be much more creative. Such a secnie
feeling makes it possible for theM to-be less frightened by what is new
and different-:,And, of course, with- a very strong feeling about-one's
self, there= is little = necessity for having =to hurt others. Such people do
not have to expend-their energies in frantic attempts to cope with life.
Because they feel essentially strong-and effective, = they ==are able to take
life in stride. _

Now,- the way one= sees himself is learned. =People get their self
concepts from the = ways in which they have been treated by those who
surround =them= in the process of their growing up. This= means that the
development of a positive View of self is open to teaching.,Shice people
learn their view of self; it becomes possible for our educational system
to be far more effective than perhaps we have ever imagined it could be

This conception Of the adequate personality and how it may be
brought about also calls into question the commonly held fallacy that
the way to learn to deal with failure is to have experience of failure in
youth. Apparently quite = the contrary is true. The best guarantee of
success in dealing- -with = lifeln the= future seems to be a history of suc-
cess= to this point. A_ s we stated earlier, people feel challenged when
they are confronted by situations with which = they are able to cope.
People feel threatened when they are confronted- by situations with
which they do not feel able to cope. It would appear that our problem
is how to find ways of challenging people without threatening them.

I believe we could draw an interesting analogy here with -the

1;
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problem of disease. We do not advocate giving children all of the
possible diseases we can while they are young so that they can be better
able to deal with them in the future. Rather; we attempt to protect them
from as many diseases as 'possible until such- time as -they are- strong
enough to withstand them. Or, through our modem processes of inf-
munization, we give the child an injection so that he contracts a mild
form of, the disease in so weakened_a fashion- that we can be certain
that he will be able to cope with it His strength to cope with the
disease is_thus-increased by his successful experience with it.

_
-; _ _Adequate: personalities are=capable-=Or-accepting:themselves and:

Othets;_,Adequatt-persOnalitieStiseenAlo--sliti-characterized-- by;A:view- of
theMselves--_-which-risiaccurate= and=leal ittic, TaE vielk--oLse1U- capable of
accepting --he*: data -WithotitAhe,-neeessity-e-bei-pg-- deferisive;---Such an
ability stems:=to:Egrow:directly zott-i-= of, the -liositivef_-vieWibf f Self--We:have-
mentionedfabov-e-The ftuly---Adequate-petSoh=ls-Kablee-to--Sayi -nres,-
indeed;:Fornetim-eszt-am-not-zireryli_leasantor desirable!" He- seems= able: _--
-to =objectively, accurately h-witout --the --

necessityof----b-tiris_defensiVe.

We itho*--thati- theifailure- to=accept one_siselUiS- a =frequent-charac-
teristib:of-maladjustrinent:=SOMe_years'ago-,--:VWotke-d,cinrin-i:ekpetitnent
whichdemonsttatedi-thii-_-fanct;-Ve:hada_ gtoup:=Of
indicate' on-a= list_=of20-statements- whiCh=statements were_true -of them.
All --of:thesestatements,_were=sbniewhat- Utiflattering,but :true oU_ almost
any- child:- We rincluded Stich :Statements -as;'_'_'Sometime3 -ito
my mother-" -_-_or_'_'Sometim-es forget to _brush-- my teeth

responding to-these-AU ettiont, -=the-lettet, adjusted:children__Marked
Many- mote_ as--true of themselves=-than didlthemaladjuSted.Apparently_
the Maladjustedchild oun dLit--was_ necessary t-o=_ defend themselves
by_denyinglhat such ==statements applied 'to:Ahern,:

Clearly; good adjustment demands- that individuals be -able to
accept infOrthation After: all we cannot deal- with what we refuse to
adthit exists; Hence, the ability_ to accept any and all data from tie
outside __world is a -prime necessity if an individual is to achieve a truly =Well adjusted state. _ -

Like the positive view of self mentioned previously, the achieve-ment of self acceptance and acceptance:of others is a learned kind of
condition. Seeing =one's selfaccurately and _realistically is learned in the
same fashion as -one learns -to see himself positively. -This, it seems tome, has some extremely important implications for edudation. It manswe must help children to :learn to accept themselVes. I suspect, how-
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ever, we have not always done this. Sometimes, perhaps, we-have
taught children not- to accept -themselveS- by =glorifying compensation.

We_ have sometimes,- for example, -pointed- out:to- children that
Edison was deaf, Cunningham- was burned very badly, Roosevelt was
a -cripple; Lincoln= --Avas_ homely, and s6__ on, with -the-- admonition: -to
Children to -!'_go-thOu and _ _ haye-leld op --Suckpeople-
as.Theroes_:in our civilizatiotrz_zand -the net-effect:of:such an= approach- to_
human gtowth-,anddevelopMent _iriay_have been -that_welave too often

---tatight-fchildrenrnot_lo==kcept=_ theinselveilndeed,rsometiniesfwe
even -have -tUghtthern_ithatErthe-thing ilo-- do= in life-is z_to-=zspericUalhof
=theirenergies__i=upori= their-meakett=point!,-ThisAS-_4--_teinatkablenotion---_
which_ certainly - hOne_=_Of=us_'Avotildr be==willing-to nlearry_iout=iii_;out-Own
lives.- =

Weknotvlhat-keeptanceisitarne& We ltow_,alsoithatIliefailure
to _accept life-=-isalsoAearned.-;Educat'On-has-a---_vetylarge stake
aspeot of_ thesp_roduCtiOO--OVadeqUateperSonalities.AVe-ineedititi- teach
youngsters to accept themselves and the world in which they live This
-does not_ mean-hoWever---that4emiistAeachlhemiresignatiom-Resig= =_ _

hation-=andiacceptante =are by-no means_--ther-same=-_-ACceptance- does_ totnation = and=
_ _

meah-=an- individual- deftated=by-lifeItr'simply:theahs'ithat: _he is
willing_aridable=t6;adthittheevideriteztipOtf_whiChsao,adjustment must
be_-thade.iPeOple-who are_ -Tacceptant-ite not-dtfdated--byllife, --but
neither- -are thty-sa_blind--a-ss-to=be-onable_ -to -_-acttpti=thost -aspects of
lift- to_ which:-they mOst-==thake---adjuStthent.

-Like-=the -poSitiVeiviewiThf-'stlf, -acceptance -doeS -intetet-tin&-=things
to adequate perSanalities-.: B&Ause such =people are-hcceptiht,' -they-art
open to-data, =and =as as-consequence- they= =_quite_likely to have-letter
answers -to human problems; This imearis;_ as MaslOw:haspointed -Out;
that such h-people are_not-only _conriatiyely _but cognitiVely --effective as
well Because such people= -are acceptant, they are n-otdefensiveAnd,--
as a conseqUence, they, are quite =likely to learn more.:-Because_ -such-
people are able- to accept- theniselves and-others, they are far -more-
likely -to be able to deal_ With other people effectively.-_

3. Adequate personalities seem to be characterized by a high de-
gree of identification _ -with _other_ people. We know that as a child
comes into the world;_ he is a pretty- egocentric Individual. He is inter-
ested in little else but himself and-_is -quite unable to identify with
other people. Gradually, as -he grows older, however; he begins to Men-
tify more and more closely with those people who surround- -him in life.
At first this is likely to be his parents, then his brothers and sisters,
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relatives, children in the neighborhood, and the like.- So it is-that each
of us,- as we growolder, is likely to have-an ever wider -and widercircle
of-people -with_ whom we 'are able to identify. Eventually, as in the
saints, this fe-eling of oneness and belonging with-other people may -ex-
tend even to all mankind. -Unfortunately, most of the rest of us,-_ not
being-_saints, sometimes get isttick along the_ way. -We -grow up -able
identify-only- with the white ones and not the_ black ones, or with- the
Catholics but not -the Protestants; or the Ameticans-kut-not-

This= feeling bffkelonging or=orieriessithzethet-setiple==is -tre-
meridOusly important-_ factoitin Jhe_1-_developrrient of :the adequate-iper-
-sonality. _People -Who_i feel they belong are - likely= to be trustworthy -and=
can_ other hand,_ people:who
feet they_donot_belong,_arelikely,- also, to feetlittlereSpontibility_for
other-people.-:After-all;-'41=yOu7dOn't-belong-Jitrithecluk; there no
geod-ireason, for payingJdoriduesor abidingnby =the Mks ancnegula-
dons-of-the- membership.- --_- =

-Becaute iniiextensiveifeeling_ Of identifica- _

=tion-Mitk;cither:peoplei::they canke-counted=-13pOn 10- behave in ways
notlie_disastrous_or destructive to fellow- men!They- can_ _

behave_
_ _-

be= counted- upon to in=-responsible and effective -Ways =because
they have_la deep- feeling of:oneness with -other _people. Such people
are quite likelylo--show_asreat deal Inoie- compassion and'Aruly-demo;
cratit -concern---for---their-fellOW--Men: _ = = _

A feeling of identifitationiwith,_ other_ people, however, is a
-matter-which_ can be learned- dike the _ principles-We haver: spokt.n of
above. Whether,or_not one slearnS to Identify-himselfWith -peOple or
to separate_- himself from people=will depend upon_ what kinds= of ex,-
perience he has had-With people= in theiprocess- of his growing -up--. One
learns to identify_ with other --people- when One discovers that people
are safe; helpful,_ trustworthy,- responsible-and friendly._This fact pro-
vides us with important dues and,Objettives for our educative process-.
It- defines the- kind -Of__ teachers-- and situations--we need to create.

Since- the fundamental objectives, of education are to produce
adequate, efficient, informed citizens, it seems to me these new con-
cepts in modern perceptual psychology have truly vast implications for
our whole educational structure. They set the goals and objectives for
some of the kinds of things we need to seeking in modern educ.a-
tion. These concepts indicate that perhaps we can be far more effective
than we have ever thought. In the light of these principles, it seems
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to me, education can find new and more effective ways of dealing with
our age-old problems. They seem to -me to provide exciting new bases
from which we may operate. tO explore and discover new methods,
procedures and philosophies in curriculum development.

=



New I d e a s About . . .

Anthropology and Learning/ Rhoda Metraux

A short 10 or 12 years ago Americans were in a moderately self-
congratulatory mood about the effectiveness of the American system
or systems, for we have not one but manyof education. We did not,
certainly, think that we had- solved all the problems nor did we over-
look shortcomings and failures, for there has probably never been a
time when some sense of the gap between the desirable and the attain-
able in education has not been present to our minds. NeverthelesS, we
looked at a generation of young Americans and we were pleased with
what- we saw.

We had-come through the political and economic crises of the
1930's and the war crisis- of the 1940`s witt., comparatively speaking,
little disturbance and disruption. We had bLin able to mobilize our-
selves for a major war and to demobilize ourselves afterwards without
resort to the extremes and without the social breakdowns that we saw
in certain other countries, and we attributed not a little of our success
to -the education young Americans had had in the preceding years.
Also, at that time, we began on- a_ n unprecedented scale to send abroad
American educators, technicians and experts, and we began on an un-
precedented scale to make it possible for foreign studentsusing this
word in its broadest senseto come to the United States. One of the
somewhat unexpected results of this interchange was the discovery by
Americans abroad and at home that it was essential to become much
more conscious not only of other cultures but also of American culture
if what we were attempting to teach was to have real meaning in
Pakistan or Iran or Germany and if what we had to offer here was to
have meaning to the students who came so far and so hopefully to
learn.

Believing that we had something valuable to offer, we also be-
lieved that we could learn to take the necessary steps along the way.

21
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Anxieties About Adequacy of Education

Today it is a little difficult to recall this optimistic and congrat-
ulatory frame of mil. For in this past year the small clouds we had
already seen on the horizon have blown up into a storm that is beating
down on n-the educational world. On October 5, 1957, when news of
the first Russian Sputnik flashed around the world, Americans reacted
with extraordinary unanimity. Whatever else was wrong, whatever else
had prevented Americans from being the first people to launch an
earth satellite, something mtist definitely was wrong with American
education' Just as, earlier; we had attributed our success to education,
so now we attributed our difficulties to education.

This.was predictable, for, though our optimism turned to pessi-
mism, our sense of the importance of education has remained constant.
What happened was that- this event, which we also saw as "the begin-
ning of a new age," put into focus and enlarged our awareness of
existing criticisms of, and grumblings and worries about, teaching and
learning. Actually, the forms that criticism has taken, the sorts of -self-
berating that have gone on, the kinds- of questions that are being
asked, often in an accusing tone of voice, were also predictable. Our
awareness of our need for scientistsfor large numbers of men and
women able to use- scientific training at many levels of complexity;
our awareness of= our need for ever-larger numbers of men and women
skilled in precisionto meet the growing demands of automation,
where good results ultimately depend -upon the accuracy of the oper-
ators of- the machinesall this did not suddenly overtake us on
October 5, 1957.

Awareness and concern were there much earlier. The scramble of
employers for graduating students in many fields, the worried assess-
ments of teaching at the college and the high school levels, the strug-
gles of elementary school teachers to adapt their vocabulary, which
had been carefully instilled and which was related to thinking about
children as individuals and to a concern for awakened interest, to a
renewed expectation that children should acquire facility in basic skills
in specific gradesall these were signs to those who would stop to read
them. The difference now is that those who run can read them; they
have become billboards on the road.

Yet there is something apparently paradoxical in all this. For on
the one hand, we are perhaps the people in the worldtogether with

'Based on a preliminary analysis of American attitudes toward the launching of
the Russian satellite, using materials collected in midOctober1957.

a
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the Chinesewho traditionally have had the greatest expectations of
and have made the greatest demands upon formal education as the

-basis for a way of life. It is one of our fundamental beliefs that all
education should be open to all those- who can profit -from it and,
correlatively, that the available forms of education should be sufficiently
diversified to include -every kind of learner: One- of our central images
of an educational institution is that of a house with many door§,-each
of Which- opens on a road leading to a farand perhaps a new
horizon.2 But, on = the other- hand, we do notas _-do traditionally
minded-Chinesesee eduCationas the only truly lidnOrable or-even-
certain road to success. Indeed; we do not see it even as a:necessary
road to- success. During World War II when, at- least statistically, it
could be -shown =that. there was a direct relationship between level of
education and what happened to Men,in -the armed services in terns
of selection and_ promotion, many of these same men thought that
eduCation was an-irreleVant factor? We do, not automatically respect
those Americans whoihave a higher education,-nor do we as a matter
of course look to them- for guidance.* On the contrary, we haveand
have long had a well developed vocabulary of derision for intellectuals.
And, despite -the -roles which educated men _and- women have played
in American culture, one- of the recurrent themes of American litera-'
ture has been the loneliness and isolation Of -the intellectual. Today,
even as they- speak in the most glowing terms of science,and scientists,
young Americans are as likely as not to be repelled by the idea of
learning and of living within a scientific discipline.5

Learning About Learning from Anthropology

So today we are faced with a practical problem, one which goes far
beyond questions of curriculum or of teacher training or of* student
selection and guidance or even, in an' limited sense, of the goals of
education in our society. All these questions are part of the problem,
and the immediate situation, which has roused the concern of so -many

'From a study of attitudes of members of the American Association of University
Women toward their own education. See Patricia W. Cautley, AAUW Members
Look at College Education: A Preliminary Report, Washington, D. C.: American
Association of University Women, 1949.

'S. A. Stouffer and others, editors. Studies in Social Psychology in World War
II. 4 volumes. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949.1950.

'But this should be seen as part of our rejection of (a) leadership by the parent
generation, as such, and (b) leadership by any specific elite group.

'Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux. "Image of the Scientist among High-
School Students." Science 126: 384.90; 1957.
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Americans, is also part of it. The fact is, of course, that we know in-
comparably more about teaching and learning' than educators did 50
years ago, and we know a great deal more about culture than was
known 50 years ago but not nearly enough to come up with the
necessary answers yet. It is precisely here that educators and anthro-
pologists need to pool their resources and work together.

The association of anthropologists and educators is not a new one,
even though it is probably exact -to say that, at the -_ present time,
American educators arc likely _to, be somewhat more -farniliir _ with
anthropology than,, American= anthropologists are with thinking- about
education. Nevertheless in the past 30 years, many of the problems
which anthropologists have-talcen -to the -field =hive Veen ones 'which
we have shared _more or less consciously with educators.

SO, for instance, anthropologists not only have used, in other cul-
tures, tests that were devited by educators and clinical psychOlogists,
but also have tried to work out ways in which such :tests and our inter-
pretations_of them are culttire-bound: Such studies_ could only be--made
with a high degree of awareness of the purposes of these tests as they
are used_in our own culture. Or anthropologists haye gone to the field
with questions abciut growth-and maturation that have Veen of direct
concern to those dealing with children in our own- -culture. One
study was that made by Margaret Mead in Samoa, in the early 1920's,
with the purpose of throwing some light on= the- question of whether
storm, and stress is an inevitable aspect of adolescence or whether the
disturbances that so often characterize our adolescents can- be related
to our cultural expectations and their education in our society; the
Samoan material indicated thit the latter is the ease .°

Other anthropologists have often -been less conscious of the rele-
vance to our own culture of the questions- they put to themselves- in
the field. For example, as a young anthropologist, when I set out to
study patterns of authority in a hierarchically organized society in
Haiti,/ where even the interrelations among peers are' determined by
their common relationships to others older or stronger or more im-
portant than themselves, I did not attempt to translate my findings
back into terms relevant to the American situation. Only later, when
I was looking at German culture with its emphasis upon distance as a

'Margaret Mead. Coming of Age in Samoa. New York: William Morrow &Co., Inc., 1928. Reprinted as a Mentor Book, New York: New American Libraryof World Literature, 1949.
'Rhoda Metraux. Kith and Kin, a Study of Creole Social Structure in Marbial,

Haiti. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. New York: Columbia University, 1951.
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teaching device and at French culture with its emphasis upon appren-
ticeship in which distance is systematically diminished over time as the
apprentice becomes trained and individualized- as a person, did I also
consider our own attempts initially to diminish distance and difference
between adult and child -as a teaching device. Then, too, I came to
realize that t-my interest in- Haitian patterns of -authority grew not only
out of the -Haitian material but also out of my eiperience of growing
up as an American.

When anthropologists have systematically -made the attempt to
translate, their findings in studies of other cultures back into terms
relevant to our own, further steps have been possible. SO, for instance;
studies of testing instruments have led us to reassess just what it =is we
are testing in our own children and= have = enabled us to think more
clearly about the individual -child who is aberrant in his handling of
tests in our culture or who is learning our culture as a second culture.
And observations of children's growth in other cultures have led us to
revise our notions of what is "natural" behaviornotionS which were
natural enough when we had only= our own children to observe and
think 'abotit:and se= could not well distinguish what was inborn and
what had been -learned, but which c_hanged as we observed other
children!-

So anthropologistsluve been specifically concerned with particular
problems of growth and learning. But besides this, insofar as we are
anthropologists and study other cultures, We are- continually dealing
With learned behavior, for, after all, when we are talking about "mil=
hire" we are talking about the learned" behavior that is shared by
members of a society by virtue of their being members of that society_
whether by birth or adoption or immigration.

And if, as anthropologists, we are interested in the way in which
the culture is handed on from one generation to another and is kept
steady in the handing onor is changed from what it- was to some-
thing else instead, then unavoidably we are concerned with the whole
process of learning in that culture. Sometimes one may find an approxi-
mation of a "school" in a primitive societyfor instance, in the sys-
tematic training given an age group of boys or girls as part of the
induction into adult life among tribes which have elaborated puberty
rites or other rites marking a shift of status. Such a tribe may be one
which we, from our viewpoint, regard as "very" primitive, for instance
the Australian aborigines.

Margaret Mead and Frances C. Macgregor. Growth and Culture. New York:
C. Putnam': Sons, Inc., 1951.
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But more often knowledge and skills are taught by other means
by tutoring or apprenticeship training, through the use of dreams and
visions, and so on. Schools, as we understand them, are comparatively
a very recent invention. This has meant that anthropologists have had
to look at all aspects of life in a society, for teaching and learning,
however handled, also take place ii all aspects of life. As a result, out
of our own experience in the field, anthropologists have had always to
look beyond the single institution and to- eval. to learning experience
inclusively.

The Cultural Context of Learning

The necessity of thinking about_ the whole culture when we are
considering a particular point within it is, I. think, one of the general
gains anthropologiSts have made through their studies of- other cul-
tures. But there are others that are relevant here. One= of the most
obvious is also one of those most easily overlooked. Studying o_ ther
cultures, we have been able tocompate living children with living chil-
dren, living families with living families. Among- animal experimenters
there is a vast mythology about the time -the experimental animal
the ape or ratsurprised the experimenter by finding. a solution to the
problern that was not foreseen When 'the experiment was set up in the
laboratory. But when we are studying human behavior, the factors that
must be taken into account are so exceedingly complex and Often so
exceedingly subtle that it is impossible to set up adequate controls in
a laboratory situation for studying a whole person or a group of persons
as a whole. With our -still very limited insights into human behavior,
our best hope often is to work- in situations where we do not ourselves
set up -the controls=where we use on-going life as our "laboratory."
Studying living people in this way, our observations can be both more
exact and-more comprehensive because, however partial our knowledge,
our findings areor can berelated to whole persons rather than to
mere aspects of them. Indirectly at least, the fact that we are contin,
ually working with people as they ordinarily live and that our com-
parisons go back to ordinary behavior deeply reinforces our capacity to
keep our ideas, based on such observations, within a living framework.

Also, since anthropology is a comparative science, the kinds of
contributions which anthropologists have been able to make to our
understanding of -human behavior have been based not on observations
made in one other culturefor instance, the effect of storing knowledge
through immense amounts of rote learningbut on a comparison of
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many cultures, like and unlike each other on a particular point. This
has helped us to see our own culture our problems and our solutions
and our points of bitter disagreement in theory and practiceas one
among many. So we 'have gained a perspective we could not otherwise
easily attain. But perhaps even more important, the recognition that
there are many alternative solutions to problems has affected our. will-
ingness to act more boldly, to institute change more boldly, when we
have "felt that the interests of children at home or in school are at stake.
Our knowledge of iearning in many Cultures has given us an awareness
botliol the flexibility of the human organism and of the multiplicity
of_possibilities,- and to feeds our optimiSm about the possible effective-
ness_ of change.

These are all aspects of the anthropologist's work which- are-gen-
erally familiar and have been widely drawn upon in thinking about
child _rearing and education. But -there is another aspect which; how;
ever familiar, has not been sufficiently drawn upon, and it is here that
anthropologists can -make a useful Contribution to :our understanding
of thelearning process and to our planning for education today.

It is almost a platitude to say that in thinking about learning it is
necessary to take account of the total context. In the United States we
are, on the one hand, accustomed to thinking in tents of a number of
interrelated groups when we think of a child's education and, on the
other hand, we feel that education Should be geared to the whole child.
To a degree that is astonishing to the European observer who is really
given a chance to observe (which is not always the case), we have
managed to bring homes and schools and many of the groups that
make up a community into some sort of awareness of each other whiCh
may lead to joint action.!

To an astonishing degree we have trained ourselves to think in
terms of a wide environment when we consider-the problems of an
individual child or a group of children whom we see as in some way
specialforeign-born children, gifted children, delinquent children, ur-
ban or suburban children, handicapped children, and so on. That this
is so beccmes apparent not only when we read professional journals
but also when we consider how we expect a particular kind of child
to be presented in an article in a popular picture magazinewith pic-
tures of that child in school and at-home, at work-and at play, with
his family and friends, and even apart from teachers, parents, school-

'See, for instance, the complex community organization that has developed in
New York City in the Morningside Heights area since the 1940's, in an effort to
rehabilitate and redevelop this deteriorating area.
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mates, playmates, all by himself. All these activities, all =these relation-
ships play into a child's education, and we think of education as pre-
paring the individual for an even wider range of interest an people.

Deutero-Leamingor Learning How To Learn

Yet we do not always put these many aspects- of the- individual's
life together and ask: What is he learningfrom all of these aspects?
Still less do we ask the- next question:- What =in all these varied situa-
tions is he [earning about how =to learn?

Soirie years ago Gregory Bateson, the English anthropologist,
'pointed out 'that the learning = process goes on at two leVels. At the
primary level the individual is learning -facts or techniques or theories
(or whatever), and at another level he is alSo learning-how to leam.1°
This second level learning_Bateson called deutero-leaming. In fact it
is something with which weare oll familiar, -in- practice if not in theory.
For instance, if we are teaching a-child methods of solving' arithmetic
problems,-when we have once clearly conveyed the method of solving
one type-of problem, the student is not only adept at that method but
is also _prepared to learn more rapidly than before how to solve a
second type of problem, and so on Similarly, when a student has
learned, with good teaching, one foreign language,-he is ible to master
a second one more rapidly than the first.- (Unfortunately, one of the
things we often= convey in our teaching of foreign languoges is- how
impossible they are to learn, so that a reverse effect can all too fre-
quently be seen.) That is, while the student has been learning how to
deal with one type of arithmetic problem or one new language, he has
also been learning how to go about solving arithmetic problems or
how to learn unknown languages. This is deutero-learning.

Deutero-learning takes place also as the individual learns to class-
ify objects and ideas and people in general categories. So, for instance,

=consider learning in a hierarchically organized and family Oriented so-
ciety like that of traditional China. Here the child, as he meets and is
taught proper behavior toward relatives, teachers, related and unrelated
servants, schoolmates, and so on, not onlyleams to behave in particular
ways to particOlar people or to whole categories of peopleto speak
with extreme respect to Father's elder brother, to speak with respect to

"Gregory Bateson. "Social Planning and the Concept of DeuteroLeaming."
Science, Philosophy and Religion. Second Symposium. Lyman Bryson and Louis
Finkelstein, editors. New York: Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion,
1942. Reprinted in Theodore M. Newcomb, Eugene L. Harley, and others, editors,
Readings in Social Psychology, New York: Henry Holt & Co., Inc., 1947, p. 121.28.
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all persons elder in -age or generation, including a "distant" uncle who
happens-also to be a servant but also learns the much more general
point of the importance of, exact and at the same time complex cate-
gorization. This, again, is an instance of deuterolearning.

Deutero-leaming is of the utmost importance when the individual
or a cultural group whose members have shared special types of learn-
ingis faced with a new, as yet undefined situation., For then it is not
only the simple experience bf -the past that affects the way the- new
situation -will be seen and dealt with, but also- how the individual,or
the group ,has -learned,to-flearn. Before discussing-the relevance of this
point_ to-bur own immediate situation, illustratiOns from two other Cul;
tures may help to- clarify what- is involved.

Ways of Learning Among the Eskimo

Firstthe Eskimo.lt From one point of view, Eskimo culture ex-
tends straight across the Arctic region from Greenland to Bering Strait;
from another point of view, there are in this region the cultures of hun-
dreds of tribelets, each differing in some-manner from all the others,
but all sharing in a basic adaptation to an exceedingly difficult and de-
rnanding environment. The tribelets are sufficiently alike -that an ex-
plorer traveling across the Arctic --could make himself understood all
the way in the Greenland dialect which he had learned. They-are suffi-
ciently different from one another in- their beliefs and practices and
legends that the members of each tribe have a clear sense of their own
identity as a groupthe people of such-arid-such a place.

The Eskimo themselves were great travelers, who thought nothing
of setting out on jorirneys that took months or even years to complete,
and so they knew from their own experience that each group had its
own ways 12 From archeological finds and European historical records,
we know that Eskimo culture has been extremely stable, until very
recently, over a very large area and for a very king period of time. That
is,- having found adequate solutions for a series of problemshow to
build adequate shelters in a landscape singularly devoid of building
materials such as wood, how to dress in a very cold climate, how to hunt
sea mammals and the migrating musk ox or caribou, how to live on a

u Franz- Boas. "The Central Eskimo." Sixth Annual Report of =the Bureau of
American Ethnology. Washington, D.C.: the Bureau, 1888.

u I am indebted for this point to Dr. Ray Birdwhistell in a personal communica-
tion.

See also Edmund Carpenter,-"Space Concepts of the Aivilgc Eskimos." Explora-
tion* 5, June 1955, p. 131.45.
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diet of meatgeneration after generation of Eskimo handed on their
knowledge and specific skills with very little change occurring in the
transmission. If one reads a naturalist's account of the adaptation of
plants and animals to Arctic life,13 one also finds that they have built
into them, as organisms, extremely close adaptations to the very special
environment which permit them to survive and even, from time to
time, to multiply. The kind of biological conservatism that we can see
in the bodily adaptation of animal species, we can also see in the learned
behavior of the human inhabitants of this region.

Nevertheless, it has been observed that Eskimo, as individuals, are
very inventive in small ways and also- that contemporary Eskimo are
quite extraordinarily good as mechanicsat understanding what makes
very complicated mechanisms work. One might suppose that both these
things are at variance with the simplicity of Eskimo material equipment
and, more especially, with the conservatism of Eskimo culture. But, in
fact, it is individual inventiveness, or adaptability, that has made a basic
conservatism possible. For to survive at all, it is not only necessary for
the Eskimo hunter to have arrived at a- high pioficiency in very specific
skills to know the exact moment when, not seeing the seal, to plunge
his harpoon into the seal's breathing hole so as to make a killing stroke;
but also to be able to make split-second decisions about situations he
may, or may not, have faced in the same form before. So we may con-
sider the slight, individual inventiveness of the Eskimo as a continual
play upon variation that is never more than that and yet is continually
life-saving.

Also, as one looks at Eskimo culture, one observes that they con-
tinually operate in terms of a time-space gestalt in which the two are
seen as one whole. Eskimo, who are accurate map-makers of their own
territory, estimate distance in space as travel-distance, distance in time.
Similarly, Eskimo drawings regularly represent a series of events in time
as one entity; so in a drawing of a man catching a- seal, the entire se-
quence from the moment when the dogs sniff out the seal hole to the
moment when the hunter pulls his catch out of the icy water is pre-
sented as one event.

Now it is well known that an understanding of the functioning of
complex machines depends in part on the acquisition of such a time-
space gestalt. For instance, experienced pilots say that it takes several
years for a man to become a good pilot because it takes him that long
to learn to visualize his instrument panel not as a series of units but as

"Peter Freuchen and Finn Salomonsen. The Arctic Year. New York: G. P. Put-nam's Sons, Inc., 1958.
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patterned combinations- from which he draws information. An Eskimo
who for the first time sees a -recording machine or-some other complex
electronic device may have had little experience with machines, but he
has a trained capacity to observe in fine detail and a trained habit of
mind in which motion is seen in a time-space unit, and the machine
is something he can understand and even, using ingenuity, may be
able to- repair to the amazement of the mechanically trained but baf-
fled owner of the machine: What-we do not yet know, about Eskimo
learning, is whether this kind= of deuterolearning, which -Was built up

orn the earliest childhoodfor-the Eskimo boy learned most of his
basic techniques before he was 10in the traditional culture, will carry
over at all in a very rapidly changing life situation in which Eskimo
children are learning very different things taught by very differently
educated adults.

Eskimo culture derived its stability from a very flexible adaptation
to a very fixed but infinitely varying-and harshly demanding environ-
ment. But there are few cultures in the- world where, in the nature of
things, choice is both so limited and so important in keeping life going.

Chinese Ways of Learning

From this primitive culture we may turn for contraWkithe high
civilization of China's traditional culture which was also, in certain
respects, characterized by conservatism and great flexibility. Despite a
long history of out-migration in the Pacific area and despite almost 100
years of Western penetration of China, with all that this meant in terms
of disruption, confusion and change in the content of the culture, the
Chinese have conserved their cultural identity.14

Yet, in one sense, Chinese culture has unity only in deutero-learn-
ing terms, for the local variations in the content of the traditional cul-
ture are very considerable. Though in a large area of China the local
dialects are mutually intelligible, there are also many dialects which are
not mutually intelligible to the ear. In different regions of China people
do not use the same food resources, grow the same crops, or build their
houses in the same style. Nevertheless, if one examines life histories
narrated by Chinese men and women from Peking. in the north, and

"The material on Chinese culture is derived primarily from two unpublished
studies. The first was carried out under the direction of Ruth Bunvel in the late
1940's as part of Columbia University Research in Contemporary Cultures. The
second was carried out as part of the Study Program in Human Health and the
Ecology of Man, New York Hospitalornell Medical College, under the direction
of Dr. Harold Wolff.
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Canton, in the south, from little villages in the interior and from others
along the coast, one finds unmistakable regularities of experience and
attitude, just as one does if one compares the life histories -of people
who grew up in very traditional settings with the life histories of their
contemporaries who grew bp in a modern city like Shanghai or a foreign-
governed island like Hong Kong. There can be no doubt about who
grew up where; equally -there can be no doubt that all belong to one
culture.

In part the unity of Chinese culture has depended upon a variety
of bridging devices. So, for example, although the spoken dialects=differ
greatly, written classical Chinese is everywhere the same. The characters
of Chinese writing in large part stand for concepts, but the phonetic
expression of these concepts varies from one dialect to another. Only
in recent years have the Chinese attempted to take over the 'Western
European device of linguistic unity by teaching a national spoken lan-
guage," and they are still struggling with the almost insuperable problem
of developing an alphabetic form of transcription. Traditionally, Chinese

_officials made their careers away from their home-locality" (a practice
which was intended to reduce favoritism but which also enabled officials
to enrich their families at the expense of unrelated communities), and
the uniform training which such officials had received-in the course of
their preparation for examinations ensured a network of common com-
munication.

But aside from this, as people moved from one locality to another,
their ability to communicate verbally was greatly disruptedand one
discovers with some astonishment (as an American)_ that this was-not
necessarily a distressing- experience. Rather one-finds that the Chinese
individual expects, initially, not to understand things that are new and

'different but- also expects the stage of not-understanding to be no more
than temporary.

In order to understand this optimistic attitude toward a disruptive
situation, one nmst go liack to two situations in the life of the Chinese
child and also take account of the Chinese conception of climax struc
ture. In my first work with Chinese informants (in New York City),
I had the greatest difficulty in locating the infant and small child in the

"So, for example, the teaching of standard French in all French schools and of
standard German in all German schools is a conscious- method of bridging local
cultural variations in these two countries. In Switzerland the use of all four lan-
guages in all public documents underlines the federated character of this nation.

I° At no level could a Chinese official be given a government position in his
own locality. So, for instance, a district official had to come from a different district
and the governor of a province had to come from another province.
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home for there was no nursery, no special place set apart for small
children. Eventually I recognized what my informants had been saying,
namely that the infant and small child is always where everyone else is,
spends his time in the middle of whatever is going on, not a focus of
attention but an invariable presence. Held in the arms of his nurse, his
amah or sonic relative, the baby move among the family; in the arms
of his nurse, he watches the people who come past the gate and the
people at work in the kitchen, gossiping about the household and the
neighborhood.

In this way, even though -the traditionally reared child may never
move out of his own court before he is seven or eight, he may have a
more comprehensive view of what is going on and may live 'in a more
complicated life space than many an adult:' But no one attempts to
explain to the child what is going on. So, for instance, if one asks a
Chinese how it happens that he (and it often is he), who never lifted-
a cooking spoon in China, is now able to prepare a perfect Chinese
meal, he will not say, "My mother told me" or "My nurse explained,"
but-"I watched." While his nurse 'sat in-the big kitchen chatting and
joking with the servants who were chopping up and assembling all the
ingredients that went into a complicated dish, he "watched." He may
add, "And of course I know what it tastes like." And now, needing to,
he can cook.

Next, if one inquires about the first steps in the formal education
of the traditionally reared Chinese child, one is likely -to find that at a
very young age lie learned to identify simple written characterssome-
times beautifully drawn for him in large scale on a bright red card by
a loving and indulgent grandparent. But no one explained the meaning
of the characters. And later, when his formal schooling began, he himself
learned to write the characters of classical Chineselearned to control
his whole body in a special sitting posture, learned very precisely how to
hold his brush, learned to mix ink, learned to copy standard forms of
the characters with great exactnessand came to know that this learn-
ing could, if lie were to become a scholar, continue for 40 years before
he could be counted a master of calligraphy. He also learned to recite
classical Chinese texts from memory, no word of which had any mean-
ing to him initially and which might never be explained to him.

At that stage he did not expect to understand nor was understand-
ing expected of him, but everyone knew that his understanding would
grow. When lie was 20 he would have one kind of understanding, when

"See, for instance,'Cliiang Yee, A Chinese Childhood, New York: John Day
Co., Inc., 1952.
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he was 30 he would have a deeper understanding, and when he was 40
and reaching maturity, his understanding would be still more complex.
That is, rote learning of, texts which were studied by all students was
a basis for an understanding that would continue to grow throughout
a lifetime's experience of determining meaning. The capacity for spon-
tancityfor full, free playwas something that was not drawn upon in
the beginning but late in life as a result of long training and self-disci-
pline. This was the assurance which was -given not by a young teacher
but by the elderly-grandfather to his preschool age grandson before he
became involved in the wearying effort of sitting and memorizing.

When, 50 years or so ago, Chinese children were first sent to study
in European or American mission schools and were subjected to lan-
guages and a curriculum that were almost totally unrelated in style and
content to anything they had previously experienced, this was a very
difficult but not a devastating experience. Initially they did not expect
to understand, but only to learn; nor did their parents who often knew
as little as the children did about the new learning, consider that lack
of understanding was an initial handicap to eventual Mastery. Usually
they themselves did not-feel that it would help the children, if they
undertook to learn also. As in the past, they insisted upon complete
respect for the teacher (not necessarily as a person but as a purveyor
of knowledge) and strict application, and assumed that mastery would'
follow. Often enough it did. Pupils who had begun their_education in
mission schools went to the United States and Europe to take higher
degreesmuch as students formerly had passed Imperial examinations.
In the long .run the repercussions of this learning upon Chinese life
were tremendous, but individually Chinese students could take such
potentially disruptive learning experiences in their stride.

The expectation of change in the course of time and the need for
adaptation can be seen also in the phrasing of interpersonal relation-
ships. In all superordinate-subordinate relationsbetween parent and
child, teacher and studr,t, employer and employeethe superordinate
person is permitted gre.,, leeway in his behavior. The Clanese are very
aware of temperamental differences, but essentially it is only the infant,
at one end of the age scale, and the person in a superordinate position,
at the other end, who are allowed to express themselves relatively freely.
The child, the student, the employee owes the parent, the teacher, the
employer, or the superior official complete respect and complete obedi-
ence: "If my father says that black is white, I must agree."

However, to a Chinese, this does not mean that the subordinate
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behaves hypocritically (in f. zerms) or that he mustsomehowsee
black as white. What he sees L. his own private affair, but what he con-
cedes to his elders and superiors is the unequivocal right to express what
they think or feel or believe. The expression of an opinionwhere an
opinion is wantedcan therefore be a very delicate and subtle affair.
But once again, time will make a difference. Every child will someday
be a parent and then a grandparent. The lowliest student may one day
be a renowned scholar and as a scholar may come to hold a high posi-

.tion but in any case will be entitled to respect. So, as the child and
young person learns to behave with respect and to discipline his own
expression of feeling, he also learns to expect progressive change =until
he himself is in- a position of authority and some freedom vis-a-vis a
new young generation.

The things that the Chinese child learns and the expectations that
he acquires as he is learning carry far beyond the original situation to
the whole of life. In his first years, when he is sheltered and adapted
to by mother or nurse, he is given a sense of the immense complexity
of social life and a belief that it will all become meaningful if he waits,
if he watches, if he is there. In his difficult early schooling, he learns
the extreme importance of every detail of posture and of mastering
basic skills by intensive practice and rote learning and comes to recog-
nize that slowly, with mastery, will come understanding. In his rela-
tions to adults he learns meticulously the rules of formal courtesy but
also the necessity of adapting his performance to the requirements of
individually differing adults; in this way he acquires a very considerable
flexibility in adapting himself to immediate situations. He learns also
to think his own thoughts, if he is thoughtful, without rancor or at
least with controlled rancor. (It is interesting that of each generation
of mothers-in-law it is said that they are harsh to their young daughters-
in-law because of the suffering they had endured as new members of a
family; but one does not commonly find parallel statements referring
the strictness of teachers or officials back to their earlier situations as
subordinates.)

Learning of this kind is basic to Chinese character structure and
to the most general attitudes, and it is characteristic of Chinese men
and women irrespective of the part of China in which they have grown
up and, within limits, of social class or, recently, degree of moderniza-
tion. And one may say that the very clear perception of form, on the
one hand, and the development of a very flexible style of adaptation to
immediate situations, on the other hand, are among the things that
have made of the Chinese a people who are exceedingly well able to
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adapt themselves to change, without devastating fears of failure, and
even while bending to the wind are able to retain their identity as
Chinese. .

Need for New Understanding

May we return now to the contemporary situation in the United
States. It seems likely that if we are to judge correctly what changes are
needed in, let us say, formal education, we need to have a great deal
more insight than -we do have, much more precise knowledge than we
do have, much greater articulateness than we do have about the deutero-
learning aspects of our own culture. In part, our mood swings about the
effectiveness of our methods of formal education derived from our im-
perfect knowledge of what is involved; it. part, our difficulties and dis-
agrecments about the value of this or that subject or this or that method
of teaching derive from our limited .definition of "education." For even
as we speak of the "whole child" or a "holistic approach" to curricula,
we set formal education apart--:as something that must do the whole
job (for children who suffer various disadvantages) or as something
that goes on for a set number of years (differing, of course, for different
sorts of education) or as something that is basically irrelevant (When,
as sometimes happens, we stress the lack of formal education as an
ingredient in the success of a well-known man). And yet we know we
have here something exceedingly valuable. What we need is to imple-
ment more. fully our desire for "wholeness" in education, and to do
this we need more intensive knowledge of our culture.

. This then is perhaps a contribution which anthropologists can
make. At this stage what we lack -cannot be supplied by comparative
methods but depends on our- ability to analyze a complex, rapidly chang-
ing culture. Twenty or even 15 years ago we could not have undertaken
this kind of analysis with any assurance. For only since the early 1940's
have we developed the tools and trained some of the kinds of people
that are needed for such studies; and only in this period have we made
studies, partial and incomplete as they are, which would provide the
necessary wider framework. So, for instante, we now have studies, among
others, of English, French, German: Polish, Russian, Chinese, and
Japanese cultures." There is also, of course, much American material

"See, for instance, Ruth Benedict, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1946; Sula Benet, Song, Dance, and Customs of Peasant Poland,
New York: Roy, 1951; Geoffrey Gores, Exploring English Character, London:
Cresset, 1955; Geoffrey Corer and John Rickman, The People of Great Russia,
London: Cresset, 1949 (New York: Chanticleer Press, 1950); Margaret Mead,
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on which we can draw. Thus today we canif we willundertake to
look more intensively and more systematically at American culture.

In the current excitement about education, particularly science
education, we are singularly lacking in knowledge of what is involved,

. but even from the current discussions of satellites we can get some clues.
It is said, for instance, that AMericans have not been sufficiently "in-
terested" to work hard enough. This sounds very strange as a description
of a people who are proud of their "know-how" and who deeply be-
lieve in progress. One due can be found in the discussions of adoles-
cents about science and scientists in their great emphasis upon the
importance of "interest" as motivation and in their negative response
to the idea of "dedication.. "19 Adolescents commonly state that it is
necessary to be interested before one can become a scientist and to
be dedicated if one is to make a career of science. But dedication means
to them a great many thingsisolation, long devotion to something
with an uncertain outcome, peculiar attitudes toward money, and so
onwhich they, having learned other values, repudiate, at least for
themselves. When, therefore, we give students models of dedicated
scientists, we tend only to reinforce what they have learnedthough
thg is contrary to our intention.

This small point is no more than a single example of the kind of
knowledge we need to have; but small as it is, it highlights our need to
be much more inclusive in our consideration of the sources of educa-
tion and our need to Liderstand secondary as well as primary learning
as a decisive factor in theacquisition of an education.

Soviet Attitudes Toward Authority, New York: McCraw-Hill, 1951; Rhoda Metraux
and Margaret Mead, Themes in French Culture, Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1953; David Rodnick, Postwar Germans, New Haven: Yale University Press,
1948. For a discussion of the work done in Columbia University Research in
Contemporary Cultures, where studies of this kind were organized in the late
1940's, see Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux, The Study of Culture at a
Distance, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953.

"Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux. "Image of the Scientist among High.
School Students." op. cit.



New Ideas About . . .

The Communication Revolution Robert E. Shafer
and Learning'

One way to understand what the study of communication means
in contemporary society is to look carefully at those who study com-
munication processes today and at what is studied. To list all the stu-
dents of human communication, of-course, would take a far greater
amount of space than is here available. There are now many such stu-
dents; and although they may be studying the same phenomena, their
methods and approaches are exceedingly diverse. However, if we take
as our tentative definition of communication one provided by Ruesch
and Bdteson, we may find a way to select from these varied approaches
some key ideas to help us in thinking about the study of communication
and its implications for school learning:

Communication would include all those processes by which people
influence one another. . . . This definition is based on the prethise that
all actions and events have communicative aspects, as soon as they are
perceived by a human being . . . [and] that such perception changes the
information an individual possesses and therefore influences him.2

It is obvious that although the process so described is one imme-
diately familiar to all of us, it has infin'te ramifications for study by
many groups of scholars in the complex communicative environment
provided by our twentieth century world.

Growth of College Communications Programs

The fact is that the study of communication since World War II
in American colleges and universities has been largely interdisciplinary

`Abridged from the original address.
' Jurgen Ruesch and Gregory Bateson. Communication, the Social Matrix of

Psychiatry. New York: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1951, p. 6.
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with contributions coming from interdivisional or interdepartmental
committees within a college or a university. Two examples follow.

A recent copy of the announcements of the University of Chicago
describes the university's Committee on Communication, established
in 1948, as including two faculty members in communication per se
(one of these, Douglas Waples, is chairman of the committee and is
professor of- international communication), three in sociology, one in
international relations, one in business administration, one in English,
one in education, one in statistics, two in psychology, and two in law.

The scope-of the committee's research program is defined by the
diverse interests of its membership. These interests currently include:

1. The influence of mass-communication upon political behavior and
public decisions

2. The evaluation of strategic intelligence for purposes of international
communication .

3. The relations between popular culture and mass media content
4. The impact of mass media on the values, customs, and mores of

society

5. The role of interpersonal relations in the mass persuasion process
6. The diffusion of information and attitudes about new producis,

processes, programs, or techniques

7. The formulation and validation of standards of press performance
compatible with democratic requirements

8. The theoretical contributions and social effects of information
theory

9. The factors. which determine acceptance or rejection of persuasive
communications.:

A second representative interdisciplinary program in communica-
tion and the communication arts has existed since 1943 at Teachers
College, Columbia University. This is a professional program which
seeks to prepare teachers of communication and the communication
arts and skills as well as communication specialists. The committee of
advisors 'for the prograr: includes professors of English, fine arts, psy-
chology, history, drama, speech, and sociology, most of whom are mem-
bers of the college interdivisional seminar on communication and also
lecturers in the basic course.'

Announcements. Vol. LVIII, October 30, 1957, Nu. Z. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, p. 224.26.

'Teachers College Bulletin, Announcement for 1958-59. 49th Series, No. 2,
April 1958. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, p. 229.31.
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In a recently issued publication, nine articles written by faculty
members and lecturers attempt to provide "test borings at promising
Points in the broad and varied communication field."5 In one of these,
Lennox Grey relates the experience of the department in working with
ideas about communication from many fields. Noting 14 doctoral stud-
ies which have been made since World War II, he states:

All of these studies pivot on the key concepts of modern communica-
tion inquiry: that communication is a two-way symbolic process; that human
community depends on communication through symbols in the family, the
neighborhood, the region, and throughout the world; that the variable in-
terpretation of such symbols is the basis of much of our misunderstanding;
that symbols of various kinds reinforce one another in the communication
of -information, ideas, feelings, and values; that skill in the arts of com-
munication is essential for individual development, for social competence,
for intellectual growth, for personal resourcefulness; that new media and
arts of mass communication may provide more of our common experience
than print provides; that new instruments and acts of communication now
for the first time make possible world community, as well as much larger
and tightly integrated local community units"

It seems fairly clear after a brief look at these two programs that
present scholarship in the field of communication is interdisciplinary
and that it tends to focus on human symbolic behavior and the sym-
bolic environment in all its varied manifestations. Similar programs
are currently in existence at Yale, Iowa, Stanford, Michigan State,
Toronto, the University of Southern California, and San Francisco
State College, to name a few.

Growth of New Knowledge in the Field

Perhaps the real significance of these programs, developing as
quickly as they have since World War II, lies in the fact that they
are a response to the explosion of knowledge that has taken place in
our culture in this century. We are dealing with forms of knowledge we
hardly knew existed before World War II.

Many of these new understandings relate to communication. As
President White of Mills College points out, one of the most pervasive
changes in our contemporary culture is the one from the canon of logic
and language to' the canon of symbols:

'Francis Shoemaker, editor. Communication and the Communication Arts. New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1955, p. 63.

Ibid., p. 131.
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For more than two thousand years of western civilization since the
time of the Greeks it has been axiomatic that logic and language are per-
fected instruments of intellectual analysis and expression. The training of
our minds has consisted essentially of getting skills in logic, whether in its
philosophical or its mathematical form, and in language by which we have
meant the European and, until recently, the classical tongues. Much of
our present discussion of education is still based on the premise -that the
mind which has mastered logic and language is able to achieve clear and
efficient results in any field.?

But this canon of logic and language has been given wider context
in recent years by the attention to human syMbolic processes of scholars
in the physical as well as the social sc;Pnces and the humanities. The
purposes of these scholars have varied greatlyall the way from the
establishment of a mathematical theory of communication, in the case
of Norbert Wiener' and Claude Shannon' with applications to cyber-
netics and information theory, to the development by Susanne Langer
of a "new key in philosophy" through her theory of human symbolic
transformation ."

Our scholars have been stimulated by an electronic technology
which has made all known information in all cultures simultaneously
available to members of our own culture and which has shifted from
the transmission of information to the packaging and channeling of
information. They have examined the processes of human symboliza-.
tion in contemporary culture and have noted the coming of another
revolution in communication, one which daily places increasing de-
mands upon all of us.

Importance of Historical or Cultural Approach

In order to understand the significance of the present revolution in
communication, it is helpful to look briefly at the history of communi-
cation media in cultures other than our own. Of considerable help in
this venture is the work of the Seminar on Culture and Communica-
tion at the University of Toronto under the leadership of Professors
Marshall McLuhan and Edmund' Carpenter. In presenting this his-

' Lynn White,. Jr. Frontiers of Knowledge in the Study of Man. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1956, p. 302.

'Norbert Wiener. Cybernetics. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1948.
'Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver. The Mathematical Theory of Corn-

inunication. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1949.
"Susanne K. Langer. Philosophy in a New Key. Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1942.
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torical sketch of the mass media I have drawn freely from Explorations
1-8,11 which are publications of that seminar, and from the work of
the late Harold A. Innis, historian of communication, also at the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

Harold Innis was known as the historian of the cod fisheries and
of the-Canadian pulp and paper industry. His studies of such industries
and his resulting analyses of such problems as competition and monop-
oly, change and order, growth and decay led him to pose the hypothesis
that changes in communication media and in the consequent balance
between the oral and written traditions provide both clues and answers
to changes in human conditions.

Basically, Innis saw Western civilization as- beginning with the
written tradition rooted in space. Between the two traditions lay a
series of technological innovations, each giving rise to a new medium
of communication. Each medium in turn eventually resulted in a
monopoly of knowledge which distorted the conditions suited to crea-
tive thought in that medium and was eventually displaced by a medium
with its peculiar type of monopoly of knowledge. Each medium over
a long period determined to some extent the type of knowledge com-
municated.

There were, of course, countless other innovations. For Innis, how-
ever; history from the beginnings of writing to the invention of the
printing press was divided into four major eras dominated successively
by the use of clay, papyrus, parchment, and paper as communication
media. To the traditional historical sequenceRome, Holy Roman
Empire, and rise of nationalismInnis equated the communication
sequence: papyrus, parchment, and printing.

The correspondence was not held to be absolute; Innis seemed
more anxious to describe what had been than to imply the causing of
changing social and economic conditions by the various media. E.,
noted that oftentimes the medium on which words were written was,
historically speaking, more important than the words themselves.
Papyrus, for example, being light and easily stored in the desert, put
the priests of Egypt in command of the calendar and, in Big Brother
fashion, of social memory and was essential to the spread of Egyptian
dynasties in space and the hegemony of the priests in time. The clay
tablets of Sumeria were put out of business by the greater convenience
of the newer forms, much the same as many downtown movie houses
have been put out of business by radio and television.

"Published three times a year since 1954 by the University-of Toronto Press.
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Innis became a historian-anthropologist interested in cultuial de-

velopment and change. He wrote The Bias of Communication" in
response to Kroeber's Configurations of Culture Growth." While
Kroeber avoided causes, limiting his study to a description of cultural
growth and decline, Innis saw in these configurations a causal factor
which he felt could account for both cultural stability and change. This
causal agent he called the bias of imbalance which developed in the
use of a particular communication channel or medium.

Characteristics of the Oral Tradition

Anthropological and historical literature revealed to Innis the op-
eration of two distinct, often mutually exclusive, communication media,
the oral and the written. The former he found to be temporal, the latter
spatial. Ideally both needed to be balanced by any society that expected
to survive and prosper, but history reveals that this was rarely the case.

If we take as our example of the oral tradition that of Greece, we
may find, as Innis stated, "that the task of understanding a culture
built on the oral tradition is impossible -for students steeped in the
written tradition."" Innis also believed "that Greek civilization was a
reflection of the power of the spoken word."" What he meant by the
oral tradition with regard to Greece- was essentially what the words
implya selection from the history ofa people, a series of related events
culturally defined as significant, and their oral transmission from genera-
tion to generation as in the case of Homer's Illiad or Odyssey.

Ultimately the oral tradition of the Greeks was committed to wrik-
ing, but it remained an oral tradition which subordinated writing for
its own purposes. Growing out of innumerable face to face contacts,
endlessly modified, in accordance with changing_ circumstances, the
poems of Homer were the work of generations of reciters and minstrels
and reflected the demands of generations of audiences to whom they
were recited. They were a link with the living past of all concerned.
Their recitation was a social occasion, symbolic of both continuity in
time and social cohesion in the present. The minstrel was immediately

"Harold Innis. The Bias of Communication. Toronto: University of TorontoPress, 1951.
"Alfred L. Kroeber. Configurations of Culture Growth. Berkeley: University ofCalifornia Press, 1944.
"Harold Innis. Empire and Communication. New York: Oxford UniversityPress, 1950, p. 9.
"Ibid., p. 67.
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aware of the effect of his performance on the audience, and the audience
immediately and directly responded.

The content, then, was a series of past events, Lice the events told
of the battle of Troy, that not only helped to share the present but gave
it meaning and significance. The oral tradition was a total process
making the common past immediately and simultaneously present. The
most significant and enduring product of this process was the cohesion
and the continuity of the group itself.

An interesting example of the strength of the oral tradition lies
in its resistance to writing. Socrates in Phaedrus reports a conversation
between the Egyptian god Thoth, the inventor of letters, and the god
Amon in which the latter remarked:

This discovery of yours will create forgetfulness in the learners' souls,
because they will not use their memories; they will trust to the external
written characters and not remember of themselves. The specific you have
discovered is an aid, not to memory, but to reminiscence, and you give
your disciples not truth, but only the semblance of truth; they will be
hearers of many things and will have learned nothing; they will be tiresome
company, having the show of wisdom without the reality.l

Socrates continues:

I cannot help feeling, Phaedrus, that writing is unfortunately like
painting; for the creations of the painter have the attitude of life, and yet
if you ask them a question, they preserve a solemn silence, and the same
may be said of speeches. You would imagine that they had intelligence,
but if you want to know anything and put a question to one of them the
speaker always gives one unvarying answer.11

If we move to a nonliterate culture for another example of the
persistence and= flexibility of the oral tradition, we might look at Ruth
Underhill's transcript of the autobiography of a Papago Indian woman
for a sense of the impact of the spoken word where no other modes of
communication compete with it. One passage goes as follows:

The men from all the villages met at Basket Cap mountain and there
my father made them speeches, sitting with his arms folded and talking
low as all great men do. Then they sang the war songs:

Oh bitter wind, keep blowing
That therewith my enemy

. Staggering forward
Shall fall. . . .

"F. M. Comford. Before and After Socrates. Cambridge, England: Cambridge
University Press, 1952, p. 54.

"Ibid., p. 54.

1
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Many, many songs they sang but I, a woman, cannot tell you all.
I know that they made the enemy blind and dizzy with their singing and
that they told the gopher to gnaw their arrows. And I know that they called
on our dead warriors who have turned into .owls and live in the Apache
country to come and tell them where the enemy were."

There are many other examples that one might give to illustrate
the impressiveness of the spoken or sung word when it monopolizes
the symbolic environment. As David Riesman points out, when a whole
society depends on what individuals can remember, it can hardly help
depending on every device of both demagogue and poet: rhyme, rhythm,
melody, structure, and repetition. Moreover, in such circumstances, the
common meanings derived through emotional group experiences from
childhood on tend to limit the development of diverse personalities
"since," in Riesman's words, "individuality depends to some degree on
social differentiation and distance:"

Perhaps the most essential characteristic of the oral tradition is the
extreme flexibility in the immediate foreground and the extreme per-
sistence and rigidity in the over-all pattern. In a society depending for
communication entirely on the oral tradition, individuals have life-
cyclesthey live through childhood; they are initiated; they become
adult; they grow old; they diebut they do not have careers in our
abstract sense of the term. An oral society like the Arabs' seems very
flighty, amorphous, and shifting to the casual observers. Compared to
that of England or America, it is monolithic in its permanence. Only
oral peoples have a memory for the past which for them is always
present. A literary people entrusts its memory to its scribes, not its
bards. For the Irish, with a distinctly oral culture, as also in the
American South, the past is now To a literary society, this habit of
mind seems fantastic and morbid.

Growth of the Written Tradition

When books or writing are introduced into an oral culture, the
effect is startling. Innis documents the effects of books and writing on
later Greece and early Rome and points further to the role of parch-
ment in contributing to the rise of a powerful ecclesiastical organization
during the Middle Ages. The manufacturing of paper in Europe by the

" Quoted in David Riesman, The Oral Tradition, The Written Word, and The
Screen Image, Yellow Springs, Ohio: The Antioch Press, 1956, p. 6.

"Did, p. 8.9.
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end of the thirteenth century increased the growing gap between the
oral and written traditions."

Innis notes another revolution in communication with. the develop-
ment of the use of paper and the rise of the printing press in the fif-
teenth century. This revolution displaced monasticism's monopoly of
knowledge with that of the vernacular and roughly paralleled the rise
of the Protestant, whose ability to read a Bible printed in his own
tongue extended his individuality. The development of political, eco-
nomic, religious nationalism is seen to correspond roughly with the
development of the printed vernacular.

At this point, it may b_ e productive to look at the effects of print
on culture in terms of the way people learn as well as what they learn.

Erasmus was perhaps the first to recognize that a revolution in
learning would take place in the classroom with the introduction of the
printed page as a highly specialized and spatialized form of communica-
tion. Erasmus knew that the pupil of the Middle Ages before print had
first to make his own copies of his texts from dictation. Learning was
still essentially auditory, with students listening, copying, and reciting
orally. Having to decipher manuscripts slowly promoted memorization,
which in turn promoted argument by quotation and commentary.

The printed book liquidated two thousand years of manuscript
culture by creating-the solitary reader, his eyes moving over one line
of type after another, alone with his reflections,-inducements and iden-
tification. As David Riesman has noted:

The book and other printed matter stood as the end of the road of
social development from the 15th century to t end of the 19th. The
sway of black print on white paper may be said to mark the epoch of the
rise and increasing influence of the middle classthe class of clerks and
bookkeepers, merchants and engineers, instructiongivers and instruction-
readers, the class of The time-attentive, the future oriented, the mobile.
Reading and education (in the written tradition) were the high-roads this
class made use of to rise in the world and to move about in it during the
great colonization periods.n

It would seem then that the great virtue of writingand of print as
mechanized writingis its power to arrest thought for quiet contempla-
tion and analysis. Printing hastened individuality and nationalism; and
the newspaper, although an oral medium in its simultaneous global
effect on the reader, has pushed that nationalism to the ultimate.

"Harold Innis, op. cit.
"David Riesman, op cit., p. 27.
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Equilibrium Between the Two Traditions

Before we consider the twentieth century revolution in communica-
tion in relation to its effect on learning, it might be well to illustrate
the nature of equilibrium between the oral and written traditions in
our own time. Since we are primarily products of a culture which has
been dominated by print, some of us might conclude that the oral
tradition is no longer manifesting itself.

However, in the publications of the Toronto Seminar we find a
number of examples which tend teshow the persistence of the oral
tradition to the extent of documenting its return to equilibrium if not
prominence. The following comments on the character of Sherlock
Holmes, the many-sided man, and of his triumphs over Scotland Yard
result in a vivid image of the basic clash of oral and written attitudes
in Western culture:

Sherlock Holmes is so much the type of the oral intuitive genius that
it is unnecessary to dwell at length on the characteristics of the intuitive
mind. It is a mind for which situations are total and inclusive unities.
Every facet, every item of a situation, for Holmes has total relevance.
There are no irrelevant details for him. In an organic complex all parts
have total relevance.. In the nineteenth century the power of the biological
metaphor, such as obsessed the Hohnesian mind of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
in his scrutiny of artistic creation, gradually was eitended to every phase
of human, speculation and inquiry. This concentration on biological analogy
with its assumption of total relevance of the least details begins to appear
in the joy taken in the new realism, in documenting the most ordinary
scenes from daily life in the press, in the novel, and in painting.22

The novelist John Steinbeck made this concept extremely explicit
in his Sea of Cortez written with the marine biologist Edward F.
Ricketts. His ecological outlook, indicating his perception of the total
relevance of detail in the Sea of Cortez, is evident in his preface:

We have a book to write about the Gulf of California. We could do
one of several things about its design. But we have decided to let it form
itself: its boundaries a boat and a sea; its duration a six weeks' charter time;
its subject everything we could see and think and even imagine. . . .

"Let us go," we said, "into the Sea of Cortez, realizing that we become
forever a part of it; that our rubber ;boots slogging through a flat of eel-
grass, that the rocks we turn over in a tide-pool, make us truly and per-
manently a factor in the ecology of the region. We shall take something
away from it, but we shall leave something too." And if we seem a small

"Marshall McLulian. "Sherlock Holmes vs. the Bureaucrat." Explorations 8.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957, p. 10.11.
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factor in a huge pattern, nevertheless it is of -relative importance. We take
a tiny colony of soft corals from a rock in a little water world. And that
isn't terribly important to the tide pool. Fifty miles away the Japanese
shrimp boats are dredging with overlapping scoops, bringing up tons of
shrimps, rapidly destroying the ecological balance of the whole region.
That isn't very important to the world. And six thousand miles away the
great bombs are falling on London and the stars are not moved thereby.
None of it is important or all of it is.23

The novelist Flaubert showed a similar awareness of total relevance.
For Flaubert every word in a long non: had total relevance to the
whole novel, not just to the local episode. Like Steinbeck, Flaubert is
an instance of the new artist for whom every artistic situation is total
and inclusive of many of the simultaneous levels which occur in actual
experience.

For this artist, with his ecological view of man in society, the
natural enemy is the bureaucrat, the man with his tidy desk, the orderly
mind devoid of simultaneous modes of awareness r.nd ni-J,Lnration. No
documentation is needed to see immediately that the adv.; able admin-
istration of Scotland Yard is hostile to the inclusive and instantaneous
grouping of situations. The technology of the Yard is serial, segmented
and circumstantial. The good Inspector concludes effect from imme-
diately preceding cause in lineal and chronological order. He does not
dream of totalities or the major relevance of details.

Winston Churchill may also be seen as an example of an individual
of genuine oral temper and character. But the fa significance of this
oral man only becomes vivid when contrasted with the methodical,
lineal temper of his wartime chief-of-staff, Lord Alanbrooke. Arthur

-B r ya n t 's new book, The Turn of the Tide, based on the war diaries of Ai

Field Marshal Viscour. Alanbrooke is as complete a picture of the
British clash of written and oral men as William Whyte, Jr.'s The
Organization Man le a nicture of the same clash in America. Early in
the book Bryant sets up the contrast between the two men. He writes:

Yet, if the palm for courage and constancy in the struggle against
Hitler belon3s to Churchill. that for farsighted strategy may well be awarded
by posterity to Alanbrooke."

"John Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts. Sea of Cortex. New York: Viking
2ress, 1941, p. 1-2. Copyrighted by John Steinbeck and'Edward F. Ricketts. Re-
printed by permission of Viking Press, Inc.

"Arthur Bryant. The Turn of the Tide. Garden City: Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
1957, p. 18. Copyrighted by Arthur Bryant, reprinted by permission of Doubleday
& Company, Inc.
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Alanbrooke tells the story of Churchill's casual decision to change
destination just at take-off time and then, in speaking of Churchill,
notes:

He loved these sudden changes of plans. Unfortunately, he wished to
carry out similar changes on strategy. I had the greatest difficulty in making
him realize that strategy was a long term process in which you could not
frequently change your mind.25

. Churchill, for whom the whole English language was as much a
simultaneous entity as all facets of the war, could act optimistically and
whimsically at all times. The long term meant unchanging confidence
and resourcefulness within and ra outer readiness to do everything at
once and change direction dramatically. Churchill was inflexible in
terms of his long range goals (as is characteristic of men of the oral
tradition); but his chief-of-staff, for whom there could be only one
goal or task at a time, ir.is as pessimistic as he was meticulous and
methodical. For Alartl:ooke, the long term process meant the imme-
diate pursuit of a single line. He was as inflexible on a segment as the
solitary reader is on a line of print. Bryant documents his difficulty in
understanding Churchill: "And Winston? Thinks one thing at one
moment and another at -another moment . . . wants to carry out all
operations simultaneously.

The contrast between the oral and written traditions seems sharply
set off in these two men. Alanbrooke was noted as a man of regular
hours in spite of staying up late with Winston Churchill. Churchill
preferred to work by intuition and impulse.

Perhaps an interesting sidelight on Alanbrooke is contained in his
comments on Americans. He was baffled by Americans and by their
preference for global strategy.

. . . Again discussion of global strategy which led us nowhere. The
trouble is that the American mind likes proceeding from the general to the
particular whilst in the problem we have to solve, we cannot evolve any
sort of general doctrine until we have carefully examined the particular
details of each problem.27

Marshall McLuhan has commented on this particular passage:

As soon as he encountered the Americans, Alanbrooke became an oral
man by contrast. In his own British and oral culture he was an extreme
example of the lineal bureaucrat. But as soon as he met the men of a

Ibid., p. 470.
"Ibid., p. 513.
r Ibid., p. 507.
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Simon-pure print culture with their ycn for blueprints and over-all pictures,
Alanbrooke rallied to the oral pole of his own culture. The Americans as
visual, lineal mcn had to begin from the total scene before they could
proceed to small analysis, whereas the man of British oral background
always has the auditory sense of being in possession of the whole situation
and is ready to consider only particulars. Even the Canadian has some of
this auditory sense of the over-all as somcthing felt rather than as something
spelled out or visualized. The auditory position always feels very superior
to the visual one simply because of its instant, intuitive dynamic."

Fortunately for Churchill, Roosevelt was a man of oral simultaneity_
and not of the carefully` cautious, wary temper.

If Churchill and Alanbrooke stood as illustrations of the oral and
written tradition in British culture, then what of our own? Marshall
McLuhan's comment implies that we have been bound to print. He
also points out that historically we were colonized when the only
culture available to most men was that of the printed book, the in-
ference being that to this day we associate culture mainly with books.
But we have always had a rich oral tradition which existed on the
American frontier in our folk speech and which still holds sway in the
South, as Faulkner's work so aptly illustrates.

The Dominance of New Media

Recently we have become increasingly conscious of the electronic
revolution in communication. This revolution has brought us the new
media of radio, television, and film that have continued the reaction
against the written tradition which began with the newspaper. As Ed-
mund Carpenter has pointed out, these media are conceived as lan-
guages with their own grammars as yet unwritten:

The newspaper (from the beginning an oral medium) brought an end
to book culture. . . . It offers short, discrete articles which give important
facts first and then taper off to incidental details which may be, and often
are, eliminated by the make-up man. The fact that reporters cannot control
the length of their articles means that in writing them emphasis cannot be
placed on structure, at least in the traditional linear sense, with climax or
conclusion at the end; Everything must be captured in the headline; from
there it-goes down the pyramid to incidentals. In fact, there is often more
in the headline than in the article; occasionally no article at all accompanies
the former headline."

"Marshall McLuhan. "Churchill Mobilizes the English Language." Exp lora.
lions 8. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957, p. 22.

"Edmund Carpenter. "The New Languages." Explorations 7. Toronto: Univer-
sity of Toronto Press, 1957, p. 6.
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The position of articles on the front page is determined by in-
terest and importance, not content. Unrelated reports from London,
Washington, Djakarta, and Moscow are juxtaposed. For the reader, time
and space are destroyed and the here and now are presented as a single
gestalt. Such a format creates a sense of simultaneity, not chronology
or lineality. Items abstracted from total situations are not arranged in
causal sequence but are presented holistically, as new experience.

The same is true of the picture magazine format (and modem
Americans have been proved to be readers of magazines, not books),
where the .format as a whole opposes lineality. In Life, extremes are'
juxtaposed, space ships and prehistoric monsters, Flemish monasteries
and dope addicts. It creates a sense of urgency and uncertainty, the next
page is unpredictable. One encounters rapidly a riot in Teheran, Nasser
arriving in Moscow, and a Hollywood marriage, all sandwiched between
advertisements. The eye takes in the page as a whole, and the page
indeed, the whole magazinebecomes a single gestalt in which associa-
tion, though not causal, is indeed life-like.

In both film and TV, the angle shifts constantly. The same scene
is shown in multiple perspective and focus. The viewer sees it from
over here,. from over there, from over here again. Finally he is drawn
inexorably into it and becomes a part of it. Just as radio helped bring
back inflection in speech, so film and TV are aiding us in the recovery
of gesture and facial awarenessa rich, colorful language conveying
moods and emotions, happenings and characters. Feeding the product
of one medium through another creates an entirely new product. When
Hollywood buys a novel, it buys a title and the publicity associated
with it. What results is a different art product in a new language. The
problem usually is to adapt the book to the film medium exploiting its
unique strategies, as is the case when a novel like The Caine Mutiny
was adapted to the stage, film, and TV. A new hero resulted in each
instance because of the demands of the medium.

Each medium, if its bias is properly exploited, reveals and corn- .

municates a unique aspect of reality, of truth. Each offers ri different
perspective, a way of seeing an otherwise hidden dimension of reality.
As Edmund Carpenter points out, it is not a question of one reality
being true, the others distortions. One allows us to see from one point,
another from still a different point. New perspectives are awakened
and brought to the fore, including those made invisible by the "blinders"
of the old language.

Yet a new language is rarely welcomed by the old. As we have seen,
Socrates distrusted writing; manuscript culture was contemptuous of
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printing; and book culture hated the press, that "slag-heap of hellish
passions," as one 19th century scholar called it.

Significance of a Post-Literate World

All of us are conscious of the power and impact of the new media
of communication, although few of us have taken them seriously. Be-
cause of our basic orientation to print, we tend to regard TV, radio and
film as concerned almost exclusively with entertainment. We have not
yet seen beneath the surface of the new mediathat they exist not so
much in themselves but as types of collective life felt and perceived
through a mass medium. Pogo, Marshal Matt Dillon, and Bob Hope
become points of collective awareness and communication for an entire
society.

.

In fostering such collectivrt awareness, our new electronic media have
helped to drive us toward a' n...w balance between the oral and written
traditions, but this new equilibrium is as yet uncharted. We do not

,know much about the effects of these new languages on human expe-
rience or human learning. We do know that they provide a flow of
information from all points in the world to make men in one part of
the world simultaneously present with men in another. As art-forms
they can make the past immediately present, as when several million
TV viewers can watch Shakespearean or Creek tragedy in a collective
body.

Today many children read and study with the radio playing in the
same room. They must, it seems, be orally engaged in order to attend
to the visual tasks of reading and writing. As McLuhan points out, the
silent classroom favors only those who have been "rigidly immersed
in habits of silent solitary reading."" The normal learning environment
for young people growing up in modern communicative society seems
to be one quite different from that of even a short time ago.

Today's normal communicative environment, vith messages carried
simultaneously by different media on several levels, creates new habits
of attention in which the adult world is little skilled. The fall in the
level of literacy (in reading and writing print) goes hand in hand with
the great increase in oral communication in the culture carried by the
new media. Literacy is the social acceptance of the monopoly of one
form of perceptionprint. As we strive for a new balance between the

*Marshall McLuhan. "Classroom Without Walls." Explorations 7. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1957, p. 22.
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oral and written traditions, it would be well to diagnose the total
situation before we become prophets of doom.

Certainly we are familiar with such prophets as those who have
warned us of "the new illiteracy," the many trading and writing prob-
lems in the schools, and the pressures toward what they call "conform-
ity" in our society. There is no better testimonial to the resurgence of
the oral tradition in American culture than William H. Whyte, Jr.'s
The Organization Man.

Most of us are undoubtedly familiar with the theme of this book,
the fact that a new type of man has been created in the American busi-
ness world. Whyte remarks on the change:

At the risk of oversimplification, the difference can be described as
that between the Protestant Ethic and the Social Ethic. In one type of
program we will see that the primary emphasis is on work and on competi-
tion; in the other on managing others' work and on cooperation."

The book documents again and again the nature of the new cor-
poration man, who together with other members of the corporation
team brainstorms his way along through life. Whyte notes that the new
crop of young executives in turning their backs on the Protestant Ethic
are without avarice. They don't talk in terms of the dollar, but of the
"good life."

This life is first of all calm and ordered . . . it is a nice place, out in
the suburbs, a wife and three children, one, maybe two cars . . . and a
summer place out at the lake or out on the Cape, and a good college edu-
cation for the children .=

Also Whyte notes the tendency of the new oral organization men
to want to be given the party line; that is, to want to be let in on the
proper communication channels of the group in order to feel a part
of the team. The only possibility in such a structure is a monarchial
apex of control. Where the activities of many are to be orchestrated,
there can only be one conductor. But the more necessary the conductor,
the more expendable he becomes. The first job of a top executive today
is to see to it that there are several who can succeed him instantly and
often one of them does.

Whyte views with alarm our oral drive toward conformity and
precise interlocking musical harmony. He is not happy at all about the
Utopian social engineers of today who aim at total integration of man

"William H. Whyte, Jr. The Organization Man. New York: Simon and Schuster.
1956, p. 112.

"'bd., p. 71.
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and society. He is not happy about the young corporation trainees eager
to be processed into standardized entities so that they can be available
as replacement parts of a big organization.

We owe Whyte a debt for displacing himself from the old print
technology and culture and seeing the new forms that are taking over.
Of course, had we had any awareness of the psychodynamics of the
Gutenberg era before the Marconi era began to take over, we would
have all been less surprised and much better able to effect a proper
transition to the new culture without total jettisoning of the educational
and social values of print and lineality. Instead of understanding these
matters, we have tended to substitute moral denunciation and recrimina-
tion, alarm and complacency.

About the problems of school learning we have here said little
explicitly, but perhaps more implicitly. In striving to achieve a balance
between the oral and written traditions in an age of post-literacy, we
may conceive the school as a great communication laboratory where
students receive information and learn to organize and evaluate it as
well. Also, when the new media are.recognized as art-forms worthy of
study and analysis, we may penetrate even further in understanding
human cognitive and creative processes.

In helping our students learn enough to make the critical decisions
which lie ahead, we will need the full resources of all existing systems
of communication as well as a knowledge of their own unique strategies.



New I d e a s About . . .

/Believing and Behaving:
Robert E. Bills

Perception and Learning'

What is meant by perceptual psychology and by learning as these
terms are used in this paper?

The term perci:ption is construed by psychologists to mean many
different things. In fact, at least 13 perceptual theories have been of-
fered. To delimit this discussion, I would like to write within an area
roughly defined by the phenomenology of Snygg and Combs, the trans-
actionalism of Ames and others, and the client-centered framework of
Rogers. Somewhat arbitrarily, we will limit this presentation to percep-
tion in the sense of how a person "sees" or perceives things and how his
perceptions affect his learning.

As for the term "learning" may I suggest that we concern ourselves
with the learning of bciys and girls in classrooms as ,educators under-
stand that learning to be. We then are concerned with human learning
as it affects how boys and girls see things and how they behave.

Assumptions About Behavior from a Perceptual Point of View

The perceptionist makes several assumptions about behavior which
we should examine in order to further our understanding. These are in
.sharp contrast to many of the assumptions 'currently in vogue.

The primary assumption of the perceptionist is that behavior is a
function of perception. A person behaves in ways which are consistent
with his view of his world. That is, as he "sees" so does he behave. How
he behaves is consistent with how he sees things, and what he believes
is truth for him. For example, when man believed that the world was
fiat, he avoided the edges. When he believed that demons and devils
caused disease, he attempted to drive them out with bad odors and loud

' Abridged from the original address.
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noises. Since he now believes that science will be the salvation of the
free world, he seeks to emphasize science in his teaching.

To understand behavior fully from the perceptual point of view,
we must examine two additional assumptions. The first of these is
implied in the assumption that behavior is a function of perception.
If behavior is a function of perception, then people must be able to act
on their perceptions and behavior is not the result of stimulation alone.
The perceptionist assumes that people have a capacity for self-actualiza-
tion, that is, they are self-starters.

The second of these two assumptions follows also from the assump-
tion that behavior is a function of perception. At the instant of action,
a behaver has numerous possible behavioral acts with which to imple-
ment his perceptions. He must choose from among these. Shall he do
this or shall he do' that? This strongly suggests that some basis exists
to enable him to make choices, the consistency of which may be recog-
nized in his personality. Those who know- us often are able to predict
the action we will select from among alternatives. When we do not
select the expected, there is surprise and they may remark, "I'M sur-
prised. I expected othenvise." The selection of behavioral acts is made
in light of the behaver's beliefs, the guiding principle of which seems
to be maintenance or enhancement of self-organization. At the insta.it
of action, a person selects to do that which seems to hold greatest
promise - for maintaining -or enhancing his-self-organization.

Judged by an outside observer, the behaver's choice may seem to
be inadequate to maintain or enhance self-organization. Sometimes it
appears to the observer that the choice of action may even threaten
self-organization or make maintenance more difficult. Be this as it may,
we must return to our first assumption: behavior is a function of per-
ceptionnot the observer's perception but the behaver's.

These then are the basic assumptions of the perceptual psycholo-
gists within an area broadly bounded by transactionalism, phenomenol-
ogy, and client-centered theory: (a) Behavior is a function of percep-
tion; (b) Man is self-actualizing; and (c) The basic need is to maintain
or enhance self-organization.

If behavior is a function of perception, then we should examine
the factors which give rise to our perceptions. This also seems- an
important thing to do since I believe that educators are in business
to change human behavior within the framework of our democratic
society. If behavior is a function of perception and if we wish to change
human behavior, then we must change perceptions.



well taken if we are thinking of the development of a specifiC set of
perceptions or of specific behavior in people.

However, this is not the only alternative. The purpose accepted by
many perceptionists is to increase the ability of a person to make
adequate preceptions. Part of this purpose is to free him from his own
dogmas and past experiences which may prevent him from seeing things
in new ways. The perceptionist seeks to enable people to see things in
new ways and to shift their perceptions rather than to see things in a
new way or only one new way. Basically, the perceptionist seeks to
further the correspondence between the organic sensation and the
perception which stems from it, and to increase the range of possible
behaviors. We seek to help people be more open to their experience
past, present, and future.

If we accept the above assumptions about behavior and the purpose
stated for education, then it becomes important that we examine more
fully the factors which influence perception.

Perceptual Determinants
Most of the factors in perception may be classed as beliefs. Beliefs

bear a high correspondence to the perceived experiences of a person
and for him they constitute reality. But our perceptions are so personal
that they may be called beliefs. Let us start by examining what is
included in the category of beliefs and then offer other categories that
may be helpful in our thinking. As we progress through this stage of our
thinking, I will use a number of terms which will be poorly defined and
which will overlap considerably. This will probably not be too disturb-
ing to the reader if he can accept our purpose as one of communication.

Beliefs. What we believe to be true has much to do with how we
behave. We have already mentioned man's behavior when he believed
that the world was flat or that demons caused disease. The list of such
examples is almost inexhaustible. It causes me to wonder how many of
today's facts may be tomorrow's erroneous beliefs. I am reminded of
the dean who in his address to the medical school graduates said, "At
least half of what we have taught you is incorrect. The worst part is we
do not know which half."

Beliefs have considerable variety. They may be of the order ofpur-
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Another interesting study was that of the role concepts of teachers
with numerous discipline problems as contrasted with those of teachers
with few discipline problems.

The studies we have sketched may give the reader an idea of what
the students worked on, and from this you may infer the meaning of
the projects to the students and the interest that was present. Let us
spend a few moments on how we evaluated student change.

At the time of the decision to work on projects, we pointed out to
the classes the unique nature of this method of teaching and asked the
students if they would be willing to be tested so that we might have
a better idea of what happened to them. This they agreed to do and an
anonymous testing program was begun. In it we used Q-sort measures
of outcomes and self descriptions, and the Index of Adjustment and
Values." The outcomes Q-sort was one structured to enable students to
describe the outcomes they desired in terms of skill, knowledge, or at-
titudes about research, theory, people, and purpose. The self descriptive
Q-sort was used to obtain pictures of the self, the ideal self, and the
ordinary person.

Students were re-tested with these devices at the end of the quarter.
At this time, the outcomes sort was used to describe both the outcomes
they now desired and those_they believed they had obtained.



onstrated in many ways. What you believe to be true will have much
to do with what you hear me say. Witness the testimony at a court trial.
Or look at a demonstration of magic. Adelbert Ames recognized this
in creating his demonstrations in perception." He built on people's
beliefs and as a result developed some fascinating demonstrations. A
rotating trapezoid, painted to look like a window, undergoes weird
movements because the observer believes it is a window and not a
trapezoid.

Values. A second order of perceptual determinants may be labeled
values. For our use we may define a value as a belief about what is
important. Ideas, people, material objects, a way of life, or other things
may be valued. The requirement for a value is that it is something that
is important to a person. Values have their influence on our percep-
tions. Numerous studies support this statement. Let us illustrate with
one or two examples.

If words are flashed on a screen at such a rapid rate that they cannot
be read and a person is asked to guess what the words are, his incorrect
guesses will most often be in the direction of his values. A banker may
guess "money," a preacher "virtue," and an educator "pupils." If then
the speed of projection is slowed down until it is possible to discern
some of the words, the first words a person can recognize are those which
have high value for him.* It is probably true that problem-perception
is easiest in areas wherein our values are present.

Needs. Another factor in the formation of perceptions is need. Ac-
cording to the perceptual point of view there is but one need which may
be broken into two parts. This- is the need to maintain or enhance
self-organization as has been stated earlier. At one level our need is
physiologicalneed for things such as food, water, air and shelter. But
food and shelter may be used for more than maintenance. A boy may
cat to grow big and strong. Adults may uFe their shelter for social status
and regard from others. This second level of need is for enhancement

W. H. Ittleson. The Ames Demonstrations in Perception. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1952.

*Film: "Demonstrations in PerceptiOn." Navy No. 17N7367. Washington, D.C.:
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department.

L. Postman and others. "Personal Values as Selective Factors in Perception."
Noma! of Abnormal and Social Psychology 43:142-54; 1948.
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were to repeat the project, I believe we would make a greater effort in
this respect.

In our limited space, I cannot mention the many projects in
progress from this point of view. I am certain we could gain much from
the studies now in progress at Florida, Chicago, Texas, Columbia,
Illinois, and elsewhere. Perhaps the few studies we have cited will help
the reader, though, to understand how it is possible to implement the
theoretical discussion given earlier in this paper.

Some Available Tools

Perhaps we should mention some of the many techniques which
recently have been developed for research in this area. Of our tools,
the most versatile is Q-methodology." Q can be used to quantify
and objectify any verbal description. Many different Q-sorts are avail-
able, including descriptions of leadership behavior, membership behavior,
self, purposes of education, traits and abilities of administrators,
teacher role concepts, problems of practice teachers, adolescents' self
concepts, and supervisory practices. For most of these sorts, criteria are
available.

Quantifiable measures of self concept, acceptance of self and others,
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of self-organization. The needs that have generally been listed as social
needsneed for approval and acceptance, need for status or prestige,
and need for powermost likely are needs that can be subsumed under
the need for enhancement of self-organization.

We need say little here about. the importance of need in deter-
mining perception. Did you ever try to study when you were thirsty or
hungry? Check yourself the next time you are on a trip. Do you find
that you notice restaurant signs more frequently when you are hungry?
When you are tired, do you see the motel signs?

Attitudes. Still another factor is that of attitude. Attitudes are a
type of belief and they also resemble values, but they are important
enough to warrant separate consideration. Roughly speaking, an attitude
is an emotionalized belief usually about the worth or lack of worth of
something or somebody. It is probably not necessary to labor the point
of the importance of attitudes in perception. We have all seen the
importance of attitudes of students toward what is being taught and
how these attitudes influence their perceptions and behavior.5

Self-experience. Under self-experience we can include several cate-
gories of perceptual determinants. Of primary concern and importance
in this group is that which has been called the self concept. By this
term we mean the self-perceptions of a personhow he sees himself,
how he 'feels about being this sort of person, and how he would like to
be. Also included in the category are the person's role conceptshis
concepts of the roles he plays, how he feels about these; and his ideal
role concepts. In addition, we may include his concepts of other people
how he sees them, how he feels about them, and how he thinks they
see hint

One very important aspect of the self concept is its relation to our
beliefs about how other people see themselves. On this basis we can
distinguish four groups of people: -1--1- who like themselves and who
believe that other people like themselvei at least equally as much; +
who do not like themselves in varying degrees and who believe that
other people like themselves more than they; + who like themselves
but who question if other people like themselves as much; and --
who do not like themselves and who believe that other people don't
either. If this is confusing to you, just remember that the first of the two
signs refers to feelings about self and the second sign refers to feelings
about other people. In a high school or college population, we find

`R. E. Bills. "The Effect of a Value on Learning." Journal of Personality 21:217-
22; 1952.
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about 30 percent + +, 30 percent +, 30 percent + , and somewhat
less than 10 percent --. The group is virtually absent in teachers
and educational administrators. How we like or dislike ourselves is prob-
ably intimately related to our notions of our worth and the worth of
other people.

The foregoing factors are probably primary in importance in de-
termining perceptions. It seems as if the self concept acts as a set or a
screen through which all other perceptions are formed. Let us illustrate,
with research, the significance of some of these variables!'

Suppose we were to ask you to introduce yourselves at "random"
to the other members of a group. We know that those of you who are

+ or + will be among the first to volunteer and those of you who
are + will be last.

Suppose we say to you, "All people at some time or other have
been unhappy. This is not to mean that you are unhappy people but
that you have experienced unhappiness.'' And suppose then we ask you
to list the times you can recall being unhappy. Following this we can
ask you, "Who or what was responsible for this unhappiness?" We can
predict that the ++ people will list relatively few instances of unhappi-
ness for which they, other people, and circumstances were responsible.
The + people will list the greatest number of incidents, and they
will believe it has been their own inadequacy or inferiority which was
responsible. The -F people, though, list the smallest number of inci-
dents and the blame is externalizedother people or situations were
responsible.

The goals and ideals of a person are measurably influenced by per-
ceptions of self and others. This is clear from the descriptions of self,
ideal self, and the ordinary person. The ++ person says in effect, "I am
quite like I want to be. I am also quite like other people, and what I
desire is to be like other people." The +, though, says "I am not
like I want to be. Neither am I like other people. But I would like to
be like other people." The + is quite different. He says, "I am very
much like what I want to be. I am not like other people, nor do I want
to be like other people."

These perceptions also influence our evaluations of our perform-
ances. When the -F-F is asked to evaluate his performance, he is quite
realistic in his estimate. The --F usually underestimates his perform-
ance while the + overestimates.

R. E. Bills. About People and Teaching Lexington: Bureau of School Service,
University of Kentucky, 1956.
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These same characteristics have proved important in a recent study
by Moss and Owen of students who take the reading improvement
course at Alabama Polytechnic Institute./ The source of referral of
students is usually themselves and for the reason that they believe their
reading ability is inadequate. The -HI- student is also a self-referral
but because he desires to improve, not because he believes he is seriously
deficient in reading. Most of the students have been referred by
their deans or advisors or the Office of Student Affairs. These people
believe they really do not need the course. This same situation holds
when students are first tested on reading ability as shown by Godfrey.'
Serious underestimation is given by people while students
overesthnate their ability.

Accuracy of perceptions as described above is not limited to the
problem of estimates of performance or ability. When perception of
object forms is examined, using as a criterion the perceptions of large
numbers of people, extreme differences appear. Our --F subjects are
highly accuratein fact, compulsively so. Subjects who are +, on
the other hand, are quite inaccurate; and ++ people are accurate
without being compelled to be completely so. The person has dif-
ficulty in being inaccurate, while the -F cannot seem to be accurate.
We can visualize the effects this has on creativity and imagination.

The language of these three groups also shows the perceptual dif-
ferences which are present. We can use comparative adjectives for pur-
poses of illustration. The ++ person uses few comparative adjectives.
He seems content to accept things as they seem to be. Both the --F
and the use many comparative adjectives, although these are ex-
pressed in different directions. The --F is concerned with his present
status in respect to his past or future status or the status of other people.
The I-- makes comparisons which do not involve himself. Instead
he compares this person with that one or a person with what he should
be'

Perceptions of self and others have been investigated extensively
elsewhere, and there is probably no need of our offering an extensive
review here. The reader is probably willing to concede that these are
important variables in determining behavior.

Threat. Another highly important factor in perception is that of
threat. For our purposes, threat may be defined as the perception of an

'H. Moss and Annie S. Owen. Unpublished data. Auburn: Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, 1958.

'H. Godfrey. Unpublished data. Auburn: Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1958.
R. E. Bills, op. cit.

1
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imposed force requiring a change in behavior, values, or beliefs. One of
the greatest threats to people is a requirement of changed behavior
when beliefs, values, needs, etc., remain unchanged. In other words, we
are most threatened when we are forced to change the ',rays in which
we seek for maintenance or enhancement of self-organization.

Threat causes defensiveness of behavior and a narrowing and con-
stricting of the perceptual field. Under threat we seek to maintain, not
to enhance or grow. We concentrate on the safe and secure, the tried
and true. We engage in unimportant but safe behavior. Imagination,
initiative and creativity are destroyed.

The importance of our reactions to threat has been emphasized
by Rogers in a recent statement in which he sketches a seven-point
continuum from closedness to openness to new experience." Openness
to new experience is a requisite for being a fully functioning persona
term to be preferred over the static concept of adjustment. Elsewhere
Rogers stresses the defensiveness of the person who is closed to his
experience." Such a person is concerned with problems external to him-.
self. He himself has no problems; they exist out there." This person
usually, concentrates on peripheral issues rather than on the central core
of a problem. The administrator whose primary concerns are the lunch-
room, attendance records, and discipline problems rather than super-
vision of instruction, curriculum development, and the development
of boys and girls, may be such a person. The closed person has negative
attitudes toward new things and toward people. He is more concerned
with status than with e thancement. He is usually unaware of his own
true feelings. You may recognize him as the -I-- person we have al-
ready discussed and to a lesser degree as the + person.

These, then, appear to be some of the more important determinants
of our perceptions and, through perceptions, of our behavior. What do
they imply for classroom learning?

Implications for Learning

The implications of perceptual theory for education are numerous.
An exhaustive review would require more space than is available. Let
us simply list a few of these implications: --

t° C. R. Rogers. "A Process Conception of Psychotherapy;" Unpublished paper.
Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1957.

"C. R. Rogers. "A Theory of Therapy, Personality, and Interpersonal Relation-
ships, as Developed in the Client-Centered Framework." Unpublished paper.
Chicago: University of Chicago, 1955.,
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1. To teach a person we must understand him. This is most easily
accomplished by trying to see him and his world as he sees them.

2. Education must start with problems of learners that are important
and need-relevant to them.

3. Since needs, values and attitudes are such important determiners
of perception, education must seek to help students know what needs,
values and attitudes are important to them and to consider these fully and
in relation to each other.

4. Since personal perceptions are not readily changed through the
introduction of objective evidence, education must begin with the beliefs
of students and relate knowledge to their peculiar perceptions.

5. i'e:ceptions are most readily changed through a reexamination of
needs, values, attitudes and the possible meanings of previous experience.

6. Knowledge is but one determiner of human behavior.
7. Learners learn in response to their needs and perceptions, not

those of their teachers.

8. Education must start where the child is and permit him to deter-
mine his own direction and pace.

9. Not specific behavior but adequacy of perception and openness to
experience should be the goals of education.

Obviously, there are other implications to be derived from this
theory, but these should suffice to help us move forward in our thinking.

For clarity it would probably be helpful to recapitulate. From the
many possible outcomes of human relations we have chosen a purpose
which is open-ended. It may be contrasted with alternatives which seek
to produce people with set patterns of behavior, ready to respond in
ways predetermined by a person or persons other than the behaver.
This purpose is opposed to indoctrination, rigidity of habit patterns, and
inculcation. The purpose, and I might state it as the purpose of edu-
cation which I can accept, is to produce a person who is able to respond
in any direction dependent only on his broad perception of the situa-
tion, his ability to perceive without distortion and defensiveness, and
the limitations set by his organic structure. This is a fully functioning
person.

This purpose for education rests squarely on the assumptions that
behavior is a function of perception, that man is self-actualizing, and

. that his primary need is to maintain and enhance self-organization. We
behave as we perceive. We are capable of initiating action,. and the
direction of our action depends on our views of how we can best main-
tain or enhance .our-,elves.

We are now ready for our next question. Can we achieve this
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purpose for education and produce fully functioning people under all
conditions of organization?

Conditions of Positive Change in Perceptions

Obviously, all wayp of organizing to teach will not satisfy the im-
plications of perceptual theory nor enable students to become fully
functioning people. Teacher-dominated instruction, lectures out of
relation to learners' needs, and courses, taught exclusively for their
"cultural" value have not proved especially useful in reaching our
objectives." However, certain other methods have proved to be effi-
cacious. These include problem-solving approaches, group dynamics,
and more especially student-centered teaching. Although the methods
of organizing are important, we probably can be most helpful here by

.suggesting the conditions which seem both necessary and sufficient for
promoting positive changes in perceptions.

Recently, Rogers has suggested the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions of therapeutic personality change." These conditions are being
subjected to experimental validation at the present time by G. T.
Barrett-Lennard of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute. Perhaps we
should discuss them briefly here since in another sense they might also
.be considered the necessary and sufficient conditions for producing fully
functioning people in our educational settings.

These conditions rest firmly on the assumptions we outlined
earlier. Behavior is a function of perception. People are capable of self-
actualization. And people strive to maintain- or enhance self-organiza-
tion. If these assumptions have validity, then it is the responsibility of
the therapist, the administrator, the leader, or the teacher to provide
the conditions which are necessary to allow them to operate. This, in
general, has been the primary effort of the stileent-centered teacher.

These, then, are the conditions, paraphrased and somewhat elab-
orated:

I. Two persons are in psychological contact. These may be therapist
and 'client, teacher and administrator, or student and teacher.

2. The first of these peoplethe client or the studentis in a state
of ir.congruence, being vulnerable or anxious or desirous of learning or
changing.

"P. E. Jacob. Changing Values in College. New York: !layer and Brothers,
1957.

"C. R. Rogers. "The Necessary and Sufficient Conditioni of Therapeutic Per.
sonality Change." journal of Consulting Psychology 21:95.103; 1957.
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5. The teacher, therapist, or administrator experiences an empathic
understanding of the client's or student's internal frame of reference and
endeavors to communicate his experience to the client or student.

6. The communication to the client or to the student of the therapist's
or teacher's empathic understanding and unconditional positive regard is
to a minimal degree achieved.

Under these conditions students become more open to their ex-
perience and move toward becoming fully functioning people.

Relevance to Education

Although it is somewhat aside from our present purpose, I cannot
resist the urge to mention the relevance of these concepts to education
in a time of hysteria and elfensiveness. Soviet Russia is seen today as
an important other. And it is not seen to be accepting of us. In fact,
the opposite appears to be true. Naturally, we react defensively. The
professional critics of education, among others, are stressing a purpose
for education which through its narrowness threatens our potential
more than does Russia at this moment. If followed, most of the solu-
tions to our supposedly vulnerable position would turn education into
technical training. We would perceive more and more narrowly and
be less able to make the most adequate responses. If we are to meet
the challenge, we must consider all of the factors in behavior and not
information or technical skill alone. Please do not misunderstand me.
I am not talking against the need for knowledge and skill, only for
a recognition that these are but a part of our behavioral determiners
and must be seen in this light.

One other thought. The solutions to the present "problem" have
ignored the question, "Where is the learner in this process?" Sometimes
I think my children have their feet more firmly on the ground. The
other night our eleven-year-old daughter asked if there might be a six-
day school week. Her teacher had mentioned the possibility. I told her
that some people had suggested it. She thought for a moment and said,
"If they do, Daddy, the kids won't want to go and the teachers won't."

An answer to the critics is that we cannot afford a narrow educa-
tion nor can we ignore the learner as we devise plans.
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A list of definitions Might be prepared in which each child would be
asked to check the ones he thinks most applicable to his understanding of
what is meant by "justice."

It is evident, of course, that this report shows only a beginning as
to ways in which studies of children's concepts might be made. It is
anticipated, however, that each member of the group will find others
back home who will be interested in joining or continuing in a co-
operative effort to become better informed about some of the concepts
their children hold,-especially as these relate to the demands of today's
world.

Learning How To Learns

Before settling on a particular aspect of the problem area, mem-
bers of the group working on learning and evaluation raised many
questions that had occurred to them during the Institute. Some of
these follow:

Is there a common structure in all learning?
How do we individualize teaching of the various subject skills?
How do we help children analyze how -they learn?
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than that suggested by perceptual theory. Throughout history we have
organized with hierarchical structures dependent on a valuing of the
worth of people along lines of social status, intelligence, power, prestige,
seniority, or knowledge. We place those whom we value most in a
position to direct the lives of the rest of us. For this reason alone, we
would expect relatively little research to be available from a point of
view that leans heavily on the worth of individuals and their capacity to
be responsible for their own destinies. And this is true. Still, there seems
never to have been a period during the history of research on educational
problems when such research 'was entirely absent.

During the past 15 years, research from a perceptual point of view
(not always labeled as such, but certainly consistent with it) has
greatly accelerated. The reader is probably somewhat familiar with work
at the Counseling Center of the University of Chicago in areas such
as client-centered therapy, group-centered leadership' and administra-
tion, group-centered therapy, child-centered therapy, and student-cen-
tered teaching. I will not attempt to summarize this work here as it is
reported elsewhere. Much additional work has been done in the area
of student-centered teaching which has also been summarized elsewhere.

Instead of attempting a survey of these areas, I wish to repore:bn
two new research projects which have been completed. In so doing, I
hope that you will see how the purpose suggested earlier may be sought
and the assumptions allowed to operate. Furthermore, you may hear
about some of the tools which are being used in research in perceptual
theory as it applies to the classroom.

But before we look at these studies, let us raise an additional ques-
tion: What is the purpose of research? It may surprise the reader to
hear this question raised, although I feel certain that, with their interest
in action research, readers of this booklet will be less surprised than are
many other people. The answer that is usually given is "for discovery."
But this is not the only possible answer. The answer "for discovery" is
probably more appropriate within a fairly static frame of reference, for
instance, that which is used in observing physical events. Even there,
however, it is not always an appropriate one since even the physical
frame of reference changes, sometimes with dramatic speed.

Research can also be a method of creation. For example, it may
be used to create new relationships among people. Those readers who
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With this background, the group turned to a closer examination
of the terms in the question: "How do we involve children in goal
setting?" Three words seemed to need definition, "we," "involve" and
"goal." From the definitions by members came a new sense of the
full meaning of the question, which was now restated as, "How can
we as teachers learn to include children more effectively in the setting
of group goals?"

The restatement served to shaten up a series of subproblems.
These were stated briefly as follows: How do we involve children in
goal setting at present? From what sources do we draw alternative
goals? How do we find out what the children's goals are? What are
the teacher's goals in a given situation? What are the pupils' goals?
Are the goals of teacher and pupils consistent?

A consideration of the concerns and feelings behind these ques-
tions caused the group members at this point to restate their central
problem. The new statement seemed to the members almost to become
a new problem: "What happens when we involve children in goal
setting?"

As the group members analyzed what was happening in their
exploration of the area, they felt they were moving toward a more
functional analysis 'of the question with which the group had started.



to the learning of research methodology as an end but to the use of
research in problem-solving activity as a primary tool for learning.

And an even more important purpose for research is as a means of
testing our efforts at implementation of theoretical objectives. For ex-
ample, we have stated the theoretical objectives of perceptual psychology,
its implications for education, and the conditions under which we may
achieve our goals. Now we come to the question, "Will this way of
teaching secure these ends for us?" Research is an invaluable tool for
such evaluation.

The research reported in the following sections has been done for
purposes of creation, promotion of learning, and evaluation of the condi-
tions of the learning situations.

An Experiment in Teaching Educational Administration

After much preliminary research by an interdisciplinary team at the
University of Kentucky, Eckel modified his teaching approach to be con-
sistent with perceptual theory. In thinking through the problem, Eckel
stated:

If our beliefs were to be tested adequately, a group would need time
to work together closely and intensively. Participants would need ample
opportunity to grow close together, to understand the problems and needs
of one another, and to feel close enough to others so that personal and
professional problems could be easily shared. We doubted if this experi-
ment could be meaningful if other types of activities, such as other
college classes, competed for the participant's time. It seemed best to
organize the experiment sa that students could spend full time with this
project."

All majors in educational administration were given a chance to
enroll in the group and to take two of the three courses required of
majors. Twenty-one people selected the experience, which has been
designated "block-of-time" teaching. They met as a group four hours
each morning and as a group or as committees at other times.

The content used in the experimental program consisted of the
problems,. needs, and interests of the group members. Members were free

"H. Eckel. An Experiment in Teaching Educational Administration. Lexington:
Bureau of School Service, University of Kentucky, 1955.
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Subcultures and Threat in Learning'

The group on subcultures and tt ,.eat in learning focused its atten-
tion on the question of how subcultural or class differences are related
to self pe:ception; goal setting (family expectations as a factor); moral
and-ethical decisions involved in deliberate school efforts to change a
child's values; differences in the subcUltural or class values of teachers
and pupils; and teachers' perceptions and expectations of children in
relationship to the children's self concepts.

One problem area of considerable interest to the group centered
around the adolescent. Does the teen-ager have a "subculture'? Is there
a specific period in the natural growth pattern when the culture makes
peers especially important or is this a unique aspect of the American
culture? Other subcultural groups mentioned by members were racial,
ethnic, occupational, lingual, and geographical in nature.

In further discussion, the group identified a number of potential
sources of threat to children, particularly to children from subcultures
other than the dominant ones. Report cards, tests and gradesmay the
report card symbolize a whole cluster of threatening experiences? "To-
getherness"can this be perceived as threatening to certain children?
What does this concept mean at various stages of maturation? The
=cent of fivPA dandarile wee .1c" ,.....1.:"....,3 ....... .. ...:cl. ..-t.----
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directly influencing their effectiveness al teachers and administrators, There
was no attempt to bring to the class anv type of organized content con-
cerning the skills and knowledge needed by educational administrators.
The instructor made a few suggestions concerning what he believed should
be essential, but he did not place value judgments on what members of
the group believed essential. It was believed important that the group build
its direction on its own problems rather than those which they believed
represented the interests of the teacher.15

Eckel goes on to describe the climate of the teaching and to describe
further the group activities. You may find his report of interest. For our
purpose it is sufficient to say that a threat-free climate characterized by
permissiveness and acceptance of the individual was developed. The
group, talked, studied, discussed, and played together. They ate break-
fast and lunch together. They took field trips and invited in 23 resource
people. More can be said about the nature of the class, but we can
summarize to say there was great concern for the variables and assump-
tions of perceptual theory.

Now for the research aspect. The 21 people in the experimental
group were matched with a control group representing educational
administration majors who were taking the courses as separate classes.
As far as could be determined, the experimental and control groups were
similar at the beginning of the summer in terms of number, sex, prior
education, age, knowledge of administration and supervision, and atti-
tude toward self and others. A standardized test of facts and concepts
was used to measure knowledge of administration and supervision, and
attitudes toward self and others were measured by the Index of Adjust-
ment and Values.

Other measures were used in the experiment, including 15-minute
recorded and transcribed open-ended interviews at the beginning and
end of the experiment, anonymous student evaluations at the end, a
follow-up letter four months later, and another interview one year
later. Attitudes toward the experience were judged from the transcrip-
tions of the interviews.

Students learned about the same content in both the experimental
and control groups, but here the similarity ended. The experimental
group showed a statistically significant gain in acceptance of self and

Ibid.
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Looking at the threats to learning within a school may encourage teach-
ers to re-evaluate some of their practices and ways of working toward greater
effectiveness.

From a discussion of these and similar hypotheses, the group agreed
that it was important for teachers to understand the ways in which
different subcultures and classes may affect goals. The group also felt
that teachers may need more help than they have had in devising ways
of discovering those things in a culture that do affect goals. Another
point of agreement in the group was that if pupils with little motiva-
tion can see themselves as persons who are able to succeed at learning,
then they will achieve more. This proposal for study came from the
concern of a school 'psychologist who had expressed a need for assistance
in helping the defeated pupiloften a pupil out of step, a low achiever,
etc,to realize some measure of success.

The final activity of this group was to return to the Ferndale
studies with a look at the kinds of evidence or .ways of collecting it
that might be appropriate. Among the devices listed were question-
naires, to be used with pupils, parents and teachers; observations for
which the team has already drawn up tentative criteria of validity;
data available in present school records; autobiographies; and a variety
of instruments especially prepared -for- the studies.- Individual therapy
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others; the control group showed a slight loss. The experimental group
held highly favorable attitudes toward their experience; the control
group was neutral to cool. The experimental group believed that they
had an exciting opportunity; the control group thought it was good.
The follow-up data seem to indicate strongly that the experience had a
lasting effect which significantly influenced the educational practices
of the members of the experimental group.

Subsequent to this experiment, block-of-time teaching has been in-
troduced as a.regular part of the program in the Department of Educa-
tional Administration. All members of the staff taken part and
seem to have profited from the experience. The program has undergone
two additional research evaluations, both tending to support the
research reported above. In subsequent studies, other tools have been
used, including Q-sort measures of self perceptions, perceptions of lead-
ership roles, and the purposes of education. Likewise, some use has
been made of a recently developed measure called the semantic
differential."

An Experiment in Teaching

A more recent study has been completed at the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute." Here, again, perceptual theory was the basis but
research was used as a method of instruction as well as for evaluation.
The instructors of three classes designated as Techniques of Administra-
tion, Problems of Administration, and Advanced Social Psychology were
interested in providing an experience in which perceptual variables could
change in a desirable direction. How could we teach so that students
would become producers as well as consumers of knowledge? How
could we teach so there would be a direct relationship between what
was learned and the job experiences which would follow?

We rat our classes as individual instructors. The classes consisted
of graduate students who were teachers, administrators, and prospective
psychologists. One of the classes met twice a week in the late afternoon
and two met in the evening. We asked the students, "What are your
primary concerns and problems on your job and in achieving an educa-
tion?" And they told us. They had a variety of concerns and problems
all of them related to human relations, social change, and problems

"C. E. Osgood. The Measurement of Meaning. Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1957.

"R. E. Bills and others. "An Experiment in Teaching." Mimeographed. Auburn:
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1958.
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of teaching. As we listened, it seemed to us that their problems were
encompassed by a sketchily developed theory of personal development
and social change called the "Spirals of Change." 18 When we saw this,
we asked the students, "Would you like to know more about the con-
cerns of your instructors and about the Spirals of Change?" Since their
answer was in the affirmative, all three classes met as a group for an
evening session. In this session, it was decided that we would work
on research projects, both action and experimental, to further our
learning and to contribute to the development of our understanding
of the Spirals.

We returned, then, to our classes and developed our projects. One
class settled on a class projectan investigation of the authority figures
teachers use in making their decisions. This class hyrothesized that
teachers have authority figures characterized by th:ee dimensions
distance from self, how the figures are used, and their selection in
reference to specific problems. Considerations of theory, research design,
data collection, and -altalysis of data accounted for most of the time of
this and of the other two classes.

Another class corked on the development of two instruments for
measuring. school potential for improvement. It was hoped that these
instruments might he used by schools for their own self-improvement.
These instruments were called an "Index of School Improvement Po-
tential" and an "Index of School Status and Aspirations."

The other class developed 11 projects. This was the largest of the
three c:asses, but it differed also in the adoption of individual as well as
group projects. One student was interested in the -effects of a three
and one-half weeks' training course on the qualities of military instruc-
tors. Two students studied the relationship between attitudes of high
school teachers toward themselves and other people and these same
attitudes in members of the senior class. One student, a guidance
teacher, attempted to become a more proficient group therapist. To do
this he organized discussion groups in hip school and pre- and post-tested
to see the effects of the discussions. Another student, a 12-grade
principal, took as his project the formation of honor study halls to re-
lieve a teacher shortage. His success makes an interesting story in itself.
Still another student took as his project the measurement of-student
attitudes toward and gains from a mental hygiene class taught by a
student-centered method.

1' "Spirals of Change." Committee report from Regional Research and Leader.
ship Development Program. Atlanta: Southern Education Foundation, 1957.
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So many new devices are now available that entirely new research
areas are open to us. .

Much more could be said about percept!. 1 theory and its educa-
tional impliOtions and about research within this area. Perhaps we have
been able to give you a glimpse at perceptual theory and its implications,
the research methods and tools which are applicable to it, and the ways
in which these have been applied. More especially I hope I have been
able to illustrate the use of research as a method cf testing hypotheses
and as a method of teaching.



A Look Ahead . . .

/How To Learn More About Learning' The Institute Staff

"We have not probed the depths of learning." This statement,
underlined in one of the early reports from discussiOn groups trying
to assess the significance of the ideas presented by the scholars, was
representative of the first and most predictable reaction of participants
in the Institute.

For the first intention of the Institute was to stimulate thinking by
drawing upon the new findings of related disciplines. Certainly, as we
heard what these four scholars had to say to us, we were all impressed
with how much there is yet to be found about learning. We began to
see anew the unexplored possibilities in the field of how children make
the world their own,

But then we began to ask ourselves a long series of questions: If
these things are true, what do they mean for us? How can we test
some of these ideas? What kinds of changes would help us do a better
job, in terms of these new insights? How can I make use of some of this
material with the groups in which I am now working? And so on.

These questions were also predictable. Our second major purpose
in the Institute was to help get these questions statedand to give as
much assistance as we could to the working through of some possible
problems for further study and research. In one of the opening sessions,
William M. Alexander had urged participants to keep the prospects of
action before them throughout the Institute, not only in terms of their
own role in their immediate environment but also as members of an
Association pledged to the opening up of new concerns at the national
level.

This section is based on statements, reports and notes made by the Institute
staff as indicated in the pages to follow and was compiled for the staff by Alexander
Frazier, chairman of the Institute.
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So it was that while much of the time of the Institute was-devoted
to extending the ideas of the scholars, we also spent many hours in trying
to formulate these ideas into problems that could be studied in our own
situationocal, state or national. We were trying for .new horizons.
Out of all this stimulation, we were hoping to come to better answers
for the central question: 'What most needs to be studied in the field of
learning?

This accounts for our attempt as a staff to report in this final section
some of the aspects of learning that participants defined, however
roughly, as worth working on. Our hope is that these ideas may help
others as they make their own search for significance in the preceding
scholarly papers.

Ideas and Implications

Our own search for meaning during the Institute took several
forms. At one point, after the presentation of the first three scholarly
papers, we decided to spend some time in assessing what we called the
"big ideas" and their implications. Small groups were organized to have
a look at two questions: -What has struck us as,significant? What do we
see as possible implications for education?

Following is the kind of statement about significance that we made
to ourselves. This particular excerpt came from our reaction to the Bills'
paper on perceptual psychology:

If growth involves freeing the child to learn, then the teacher's role is
more than that of a stimulator.

If it is true that learning is an internal process, then the teachers must
b. :oncerned with more than content and arrangement of the environment.

Are teachers -translating assumptions they verbalize into their own
behavior? If not, what are the pressures that keep them from doing so?

A problem of providing a safe and challenging environment: this may
be different for different children.

When a pupil is forced to learn something he can't accept as a goal,
he may also be learning: (a) that he is no good and (b) that the school
is an unpleasant place. -

In order to change behavior, we have to change the perceptions that
teachers have of pupils and peopleand perhaps of themselves.

Of the implications of ideas such as these, we asked certain ques
tions:

How do teachers see their role?
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If the teacher needs to work on self to reduce threat, how is this done?

Hew do we work on the self concept?

What kinds of instruments do we need in order to understand better
the behavior of people?

How can teachers help defeated children get experiences that build
up faith in and respect for themselves?

The report of this session was returned to the participants for use
during subsequent attempts to make the search concrete.

In general, we had agreed that this first effort had failed to help
us dig in as deeply as we felt we should in defining problems worthy
of further study and research. Therefore, in planning the final day of
the Institute, we sought to set the scene for greater specificity.

The result was that, under the leadership of Alice Miel, the par-
ticipants identified four areas of concern that seemed to them to con-
tain.problems Of major interest. These areas were: development of
children's concepts, learning and evr.luation, subcultures and threat,
and teacher education. Groups orgy lized around these topics met for
the ful' morning of the final date.

Their reports as given here may be read as illustrative of the kind
of use that can be made of the preceding scholarly papers. Obviously,
in view of the shortness of time devoted to the final group sessions,
the reports make no effort to define all the major aspects of the 'topic
worthy of further. study. If -the reports serve to show how the papers
can be used to stimulate thinking, they will have served their purpose.

The four group reports, together with a summary statement of
research principles presented in the concluding session by Robert S.
Fleming, form the remainder this final section of the booklet.

Study of Children's Concepts2

Increased understanding about the role of perceptions in a pupil's
ability to learn was undoubtedly a motivating factor in the plans pro-
posed by this group for study of children's concepts. There seemed to
be general agreement that a teacher's success in helping pupils learn
is likely to be somewhat dependent on the extent to which he is able
to place himself in the role of the learner and to "see" what the learner
is "seeing."

There is reason, the group decided, to believe that the many
expanded opportunities for learning available to today's children, as

'Reported by Jane Franseth, staff leader of the group.
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compared with those of a decade or more ago, might mean that a
much higher level of understanding of many kinds of problems and
situations could generally be expected. The group. recognized, how-
ever, that a wide range of levels of understanding in each age group
could be anticipated.

There is also reason to believe that some children could be helped
to understand certain concepts at an earlier age than was formerly
thought possible: As examples,some members of the group reported
on experiences they -had- had with young children in the development
of concepts about time and space and also about number. A tentative
judgment was that children's ability to understand rather complicated
concepts has been underestimated.

There is reason to believe that some concepts held by many ail-
dren are erroneous and confusing and that the experiences they are
Laving do not help to increase. their understanding of the world in
which they live. Illustrations reported were chiefly in the area of rela-
tionships -with others. For example, sc.ne children in a certain class-
rocirn thought "justice for all" meant "just- us for all." One member
of the group reported on a study under way dealing with children's
concepts of God.

Thus, for various reasons, the members of this group did not find
it difficult to assume that studies of children's concepts .as they are
today would be in order. The findings of such studies would be useful
in helping determine what changes we need to make in the kinds and
quality of learning experiences that we are helping to provide for the
Children with whom we work. -

Some of the questions considemd important in relation to studies
of children's concepts were as follows:

Generally speaking, what concepts are children struggling with today
in their attempts to understand the demands of living in a complicated
society such as ours?

What ae some of the concepts generally held by children today at
Various maturity levels? How did they learn them? On what maturity levels?
Range of differences? What is the teacher's role and how performed?

What are the concepts of children today about time and space? About
number? About the pledge to the flag? About justice and fair play? About
democracy?

Are there levels of concept development? If so, what are they? Is there
logic in sequences of meanings?

What is the difference between knowing about values and understand-
ing values?
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Can we find out about children's capacity for change in their percep-
tions? How?

Mat concepts do our children have of themselves? Of others?
In making studies about children's concepts, what variables need to

be taken into account?
What research findings are available about children's concepts?
What might be the implications of our findings for learning?

With the help of the others, each memb-uc of the group explored
ways in which he might initiate or take next Steps in a study of con-
cepts held by a group of his children back home. It was suggested that
first attempts in such a study should probably be limited tc a small
number of children and that only the teachers most interested in test-
ing themselves in this kind of research should be encouraged to under-
take it. The studies proposed were as follows:

"Children's Concepts about Number" (Primary GradesMilwaukee,
Wisconsin)

"Children's Concepts about Time and Space" (Middle Gradesprob-
ably in a school near Washington, D.C.)

"Children's Thinking about God" (Some studies already under way
Weekday Religious Education, National Council of Churches, New York)

"A Study of Children's Concepts of Justice" (Grade 4, 5, or 6Sioux
Falls, South Dakota).

Time did not permit more than a brief consideration of a few
memods of gathering evidence about children's concepts. Although
some suggestions were made for collecting evidence for each of the
concept areas listed, the focus of the group's. attention was on the
proposed study of children's concepts of "justice." Here are some of
the methods of collecting data that were discussed.

Children could be asked to write what they think is meant by the
words, "Justice for all."

Records could be kept of periodic observations of 10 or 15 minutes'
duration. These would describe as accurately as possible What- children are
observed doing and/or are heard saying:

Children might be asked to participate in a sociodrama in which cer-
tain problem situations involving judgments about justice might be por-
trayed. Records of what they did might be kept.

A rating scale might be prepared in which children' would be asked
to indicate their judgments about certain behaviors exhibited by certain
Characters in a story Or play.
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own behavior into a careful assessment of the situation in such a way
that we do not threaten the existing structures. The main question
seemed to be how to' make most effective use of ourselves in carrying
back some of the ideas developed in the Institute.

This emphasis on the use of self led into the question of whether
it might be possible for an individual to become too self analytical.
The point was made that this could very well occur when one placed
the emphasis on changing one's behavior. The group decided that self
improvement could best be brought about not by criticizing and assess-
ing our behavior but rather through attempting to explore and discover
our own ways of perceiving on the theory that when we perceive dif-
ferently, we will also behave differently. In other words, the best way
to make.changes in self is not to attempt to work directly.on the self
but to work on problems.

The group then explored the differences between the self concept
and the self report. The self concept, it decided, is what a person
thinks he is. The self report, on the other hand, is what a person says
he is. The point .was made that it is only when people feel safe that _

they can deal effectively with their self concepts. Further discussion
led to the questioi of how a leader can create situations that make it
possible for people to let down their usual defenses. It was agreed that
if people are really threatened, this may beo me a very long drawn out
process. In reducing threat and making personal discussions possible,
it was suggested that: (a) The leader must be willing to reveal some-
thing of himself; (b) The group must be permitted to work on what-
ever level it feels it must work before it can move to some other level;
and (c) The kinds of levels in which the group was able to operate
were the product of the way in which the leader worked with the
group; hence, the leader deserves whatever level his group operates on.

The point was also made in the group that apparently perceptual
approaches to psychology mean that a teacher is a kind of personrather than simply a technician and that, therefore, a strictly methods
approach to trying to teach teachers would be unlikely to succeed.
Rather than telling teachers what they need to do and sending them
forth, we need, instead, to help yOur.g teachers in preparation to explore
their personal beliefs with the idea that as these beliefs change, their
behavior will change also. The group felt that a teacher needs help in
exploring these areas: (a) his beliefs about what people are like; (b)
his beliefs about what it is that schools are trying to do; (c) the acqui-
sition of a set of methods which suit hi., particular personality and
purposes; and (d) the personal discovery of his own self.
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Finally, the group defined, the following problems and hypotheses
as being of possible worth for exploration by persons in. the field cf
teacher education:

What happens when the trainee and the supervisor are given more
time in a larger block? The.group felt the idea might be explored of having
teachers-in-training and their supervisors work closely together over the
entire period of their preparation, ,rather than in a nember of separate
courses as is usually done in most places at te present time.

How might we go about getting new information from area's related to-
education more rapidly into the stream of action in the various teacher edu-
cation institutions?

Are there ways of teaching that help to improve the self concept? What
is the relationship of method to the development of better self concepts?

How can we create a classroom atmosphere that will make it possible
for communication to occur on deeper levels? How can -we help teachers in
preparation to find those peculiar and personal methods of group leadership
that they can use most effectively and that will help tICgroups they work
with to explore perceptions and personal meanings as well as cold facts or
events?

If discovery of one's own methods is an individual matter, how do we
help people to discover these -in the course of teacher preparation?

What 'research can we carry on that would explore the problem of
teacher education in the light of our definition of-the good teacher as result-
ing from clarification of these aspects of perception: (a). What are people
like? (b) What are schools trying to do? (e) What methods are appropriate
for me? and (d) What am I like (personal discovery of self)?

How can we go about getting at the needed research on the perceptions
of parents in regard to the school?

How can we find out what our preparation program looks like when
seen through the eyes of the t nees? We need, also, to take a good look
at our programs in respect to the amount of rigor which they contain. Some
of those in the group felt we need to find out whether teacher education is
really getting "soft."

How can we develop instruments or techniques for exploring the self
concepts of children and how can we relate the teacher's self concepts to
the effects these have upon children?

How can we set up research to explore the teacher's concept of himself
and his role as a teacher?

How can we test the assumption that these are valid criteria of good
methods: whether they are good for children, whether th.'v are something
the teacher can use, and whether they are consistent with the situation with
which the teacher is confronted?
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Help on Research Methodology
°The concluding session of the Institute, as was previously indicated,

was devoted to a review of research methodology. In thinking aboutmethodology, it may be well to give attention to some of the assump-tions behind our interest in curriculum research that we need to keep inmind.

We believe that:
Curriculum workers need to make greater use of .research findings andactivities.

Changes in our society are continually t.nder way; these changes haveimplications for the curriculum. Many of our current practices are basedon research carried on in the past which may not now be applicable: Cur-riculum workers need to make a continuing analytis of research in variouseducational fields and related disciplines as a basis for keeping practice inharmony with what is known.
Research in the curriculum field should be focused on ways of bringingabout improvement. Research is urgently needed in many areas that are ofvital concern to teachers. Emphasis should be placed on involvement ofteacfiers, both in using a research approach to the irprovement of theirwork and in becoming more effective consumers of research.
Coope,atiVe approaches to curriculum research seem fruitful in pro-viding a variety of resources and in coordination of effort. The researchprocess may be strengthened and new insights gleaned as a series of relatedstudies are investigated and the findings brought together.
Curriculum workers need to refine and improve research techniques.New and creative approaches to evaluation are needed. The development ofbetter instruments and procedures for collecting data is desirable.
Techniques for improving the research process in operation are alsoneeded. The continuous appraisal of the process of problem ::entification,design, and execution will yield more effective results. The process of evalua-tion should continue throughout an inquiry.

Teachers and administrators need opportunities to review, analyze andinterpret research findings for application in practice.
Research in curriculum is important, it is time consuming, it requires

some additional resources, it requires leadership. The typical teacher needstime and support if his research is to yield maximum results.
Against this framework, we may try to highlight a few of ourconcerns in methodology Perhaps we encounter more problems at thelevel of design and in thL area of evaluation than elsewhere. It may be

This presentation was made by Robert S. Fleming. What follows is drawn fromhis statement.
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appropriate also to give some attention to the uniqueness of each re-
searchsituation---

Problems of design. Design needs to be based on consistency in
thinking through or theorizing about a problem. It seems_ essential to
work out a clear-cut conception of all the relationships involved. Such
an approach calls for a degree of sophistication in the understanding
of researcu already available. Operationally, this means that the re-
searcher must ask himself: What major assumptions am I making, and
what bases do I we for making them? What do we already know?
What factors give support to my planning?

It is expected that supplying ourselves with this kind of background
may involve a Search for interdisciplinary understandings. It certainly
calls for putting our wealth of related knowledge into new and mean-
ingful relationships This, in part, was the logic behind the design of
the Third ASCD Research Institute.

In underlining the need of this search for "old" or existing knowl-
edge, we do not intend to suggest over-caution in planning. Progress is
often made as novel, spectacular or frontier ideas are investigated. Yet
in hypothesizing in a new area or with new relationships, what is
proposed should certainly relate to existing data.

In our efforts to place meaningful problems in a research setting,
the role of developmental design emerges. In some c. ^ , a research
design must be fixed and complete froM the beginning in others, it
may develop as the investigator works.

Often a developmental approach is dcsifable. This calls for plan-
ning ahead, it is true, but for planning of a :lifferent kind. In no case.
does MC "just start" without some clarification of beliefs, without some
schedule c f steps to be taken, or without some attention to a systematic
plan of record keeping. As the design develops, it must have some
degree of order, focus and consistency, although the nature-of these
may change along the way.

In summary, the design of any inquiry is seen as central to the
process. Knowledge and theory should be joined in the evolution of a
projected plan. Crucial features of design include a sharp, clear-cut
statement of the problem; analysis of a problem into the basic com-
ponents upon which a solution is dependent; th.. formulation of basic
assumptions underlying the investigation; the formulation )f hypotheses
and projected solutions; the identification of types of data needed to
test the hypotheses; the making of plans for data colic tion; and the
development of procedures for analysis of the data.
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Evaluation. The success or failure of a research project rests in
large, part on the ability of the persons involved to find or construct
appropriate devices for collecting and assessing needed evidence. This
aspect of research takes severs: forms.

Pirst, data-collecting techniques are usually needed to establish
some evidence as to the existence or appropriateness of .a problem.
Often evaluation techniques become the basis of problem identification.
How does'one become aware of a problem without evidence? How can
one tell if what he thinks the problem is (his perception of it) can be
supported unless he has evidence of its existence that can be shared
with others?

Second, the accumulation of data is obviously essential in testing
any hypothesis. These data may be drawn from many sources, including
the following:

Test data of a "before" and "after" nature. These may be derived from
standardized tests or instruments developed locally. The tests range in kind
from achievement tests to tests that are intended to measure qualities of
thinking, attitudes and interests.

Systeinatic observations. Observations must be kept according to agree
ment on intervals, conditions and the like. Training observers in order to
provide similarity-of reaction is also essential.

Planned interviews. Here, too, systematic training and planning are
needed if the resulib ate to be valid.

Collection of student work. A planned collection of samples of pupil
work often provides useful data. These products must be analyzed according
to consistent and specific criteria if the results are to be trustworthy. Types
of such products are autobiographies. reports and art work.

Projective devices. The use of appropriate projective techniquessuch
as unfinished stories, incomplete sentences, themes, letters, pictures, and
statements of wishesprovides opportunities for students to reveal their
feelings, values and purposes. Such data, again, must be collected uniformly
and analyzed carefully.

Inventories, logs, diaries._The systematic accumulation of such records
provides "r :w material" that is useful in certain kinds of studies.

Existing school records. Much raw data is often already available in
the form of report cards, attendance records, reports of parent conferences
and the like.

Special instruments. The needs of a given situation may call for the
construction of new ways of getting at data. Teachers, for example, may
develop a checklist 'or questionnaire aimed at collecting one specific kind of
needed information.
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Third, safeguards must be built into evaluation plans to provide
for objectivity, validity and reliability. The researcher must ask him-
self such questions as these: Who is to collect the data? How can we
check on the validity of data? Do all workers analyze the data the
same way? Is there consistency in the plans for data collecting?

Finally, a plan must be provided for organizing and summarizing
the collected data. Often an abundance of data remains unorganized
and thus is wasted. Data must be analyzed before it can be reported.
Exploring all the possible ways of establishing relationships among
the data and of expressing these relationships graphically requires much
thoughtful planningand a great deal of }laid work.

Situational factors. In the field of curriculum research, there are
many aspects of-any investigation that relate particularly to a given
situation. These factors may include the local facilities of the school;
its history and traditions; the specific experiences of the research group;
the resources of the locality outside the school; the attitudes, aspirations
and values of all the groups involved; and the nature and problems of
school organization.

In combination, these factors make up the uniqueness of any
particular research setting. The task of "sizing up" the working situa-
tion is exceedingly important in trying to plan for the best use- of all
the resources in it. Also, to the extent that we are working on- similar
problems in more than Jne situation or with more than one group in
a particular setting, we need to know how they are alike and hoik they
differ in order to analyze common factors in procedure and to look for
common findings.

As procedures and findings agree, among differing situations, then
we are able to begin making meaningful generaliiations. Developing
greater skill and precision in identifying and describing situational
factors will doubtless help us all become more prudent and at the
same time more assured in reporting our generalizations.

We should, in addition, become more proficient in helping the
cooperative efforts of teachers in many different situations ,.dd up to
something of broader significance to the profession.


